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Abstract
An unsteady, high-order panel method is presented for computing the loading on
wings maneuvering at high angles of attack. The method is also applicable to wing-tail
combinations. Wakes are allowed to shed from sharp user-prescribed edges. These wakes
are modelled using desingularized vortex filaments. Global wake properties such as the
motion of the centroid and overall extent of the tip vortices agree with experiments, yet
predicting the local spiral structure requires more resolution. The effect of the wake
desingularization and time stepping scheme on the stability of the discrete vortex sheet is
investigated. This yields important information for understanding the behaviour of the
discretized vortex sheet. Higher core sizes decrease the instabilities, with greatest effect
on the smallest wavelength. Unseparated, steady and unsteady calculations of wings
with different planforms, and a wing-tail case are compared to experiment, theory and
other panel methods with excellent agreement. The initial normal force on impulsively
plunged two-dimensional plates and delta wings with separation is shown to be sensitive
to the positioning of the shedding vortex. This sensitivity is removed by positioning
the shedding vortex along the streakline emanating from the edge, which should prove
useful to users of vortex-filaments trying to capture unsteady loading. An aspect ratio
one wing is impulsively plunged with leading-edge separation. The rollup and unsteady
loading is sensitive to numerical core size. This sensitivity diminishes as the overall
resolution is increased. Steady-state comparisons to theory, experiments and code show
good agreement except near the apex region.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To be successful, each new fighter-type aircraft must outperform its predecessors,
competitors and future opponents. Attaining this objective requires incorporating
advances in technology into every new aircraft design. The particular technolog-
ical advances applied depend on the performance benefit sought, how well the
technology meets the performance objective and the cost of the technology.
The one common thread is that prior to the introduction of any new technol-
ogy, a fundamental understanding of the physical phenomena involved has to be
reached. Currently, one objective that is being sought is the ability of an aircraft
to maneuver within the high-angle-of-attack domain. Attaining this requires an
improved understanding of the behaviour of aircraft as they venture into this flight
regime.
1.1 Why are we interested in High Angle-of-
Attack flight?
The requirement of fighter aircraft to engage enemy aircraft in short-range (SR)
air to air combat is not likely to disappear overnight. While the improvement of
medium-range missiles is likely to reduce the relative frequency of SR engagements
somewhat, the problem of positive target identification and intelligent designs and
tactics on the part of threat aircraft still makes short-range air to air combat
capabilities a requirement.
Conventional short range air to air combat with limited aspect missiles has
the aircraft maneuvering for positional advantage [3]. As a result, designers have
stressed requirements for fast sustained turns and increased speed and climb rate
[4]. This has pushed the maximum structural load factor to the pilot's limit and led
to aircraft with increasing thrust to weight ratio. The advent of all-aspect missiles
gives the aircraft point and shoot capabilities which stress the quest for pointing
advantages. This fundamentally changes the fighter aircraft design requirements
reducing the conventional dependence on T/W and wing loading to stress higher
instantaneous rates and unsteady performance. Additionally, improving pointing
capabilities makes the gun a more efficient weapon.
The quest for subsonic maneuver performance was identified as a requirement
for air superiority against a superior number of targets with short-range missiles
[4]. The dynamics of short-range air to air combat for aircraft equipped with
all-aspect missiles have been characterized as follows [5]:
1. Slowing the aircraft down to a better turning speed through speed-brakes,
engine throttle or pull-up then maneuvering into a head on situation.
2. Repeatedly turning to face each other at diminished speed and with some
loss of altitude possible. Note that frontal firing opportunities are most
numerous.
3. Near the ground, engaging in a low-speed clinch or target pursuit.
We note that the angle of attack was limited to maximum lift coefficient for the
above simulations. For this case, the benefits in performance sought are: an
ability to turn more quickly into your opponent than he can turn to you and a
high specific excess power to quickly recover any lost specific energy. Additionally,
allowing unconventional aircraft designs adds some key technologies required for
air superiority. These are: delta wings which offer lower wing loading combined
with a more benign high angle of attack behaviour, and supermaneuverability.
Conventional angle of attack limited aircraft achieve maximum instantaneous
turn rates at their corner velocity. At this point, the aircraft operates at maximum
lift coefficient in addition to maximum structural (and pilot) load factor. If the
aircraft goes faster, it must still fly at the maximum load factor and the increase in
speed implies a drop in the turning rate (same force, higher speed). If the aircraft
slows down, it still flies at maximum lift coefficient thereby dropping the loading
as the square of velocity, this implies a drop in the turn rate. By allowing for wings
I00
CLms i
V, vC,,
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Figure 1.1: Instantaneous turn rate vs aircraft velocity.
which operate at lower wing loadings, the lift force at maximum lift coefficient
will increase, lower the corner velocity and allow for higher instantaneous turn
rates (See Figure 1.1). The increased gust sensitivity of aircraft with lower wing
loading would additionally impose a required gust alleviation system. If the pilot
and aircraft can be made to handle higher load factors, the maximum turn rate
would increase further.
Supermaneuverability is defined as a combination of direct-force and post-stall
capabilities (4]. The combination of these capabilities is essential for maneuver-
ing at high angles of attack since conventional control surfaces lose their control
effectiveness at these angles. One could attempt to design aircraft configured to
allow for better control effectiveness at high angles of attack [6] but there comes
a point beyond which essentially all the lift must be supplied by vectored thrust.
Additionally, for engagements initiated above the corner velocity, thrust vector-
ing allows one to quickly decelerate to that speed and add to the lift during the
turn thereby decreasing the minimum time to turn [7]. In simulated engagements,
reference [4] has demonstrated that supermaneuverability yields improvement in
air combat capability against conventional opponents. Using all-aspect missiles,
a factor of two improvement was noted. Guns demonstrated a factor of 10 im-
provement. This suggested that a supermaneuverable fighter would win 5 out of
6 engagements. Additionally, the average load factor during an engagement is
lowered.
Reference [8] looked at the effect of post-stall technology on the following
minimum-time maneuvers:
* Turning the velocity vector to fixed and free final states.
* Slicing maneuver consisting of two turns in opposite direction.
* Pointing the aircraft at an enemy going in an opposite direction.
* Evasive maneuver with the enemy always pointing at you.
Post stall capabilities make the instantaneous turn rates highest in the low speed
region (above value at corner velocity). These minimum-time maneuvers were
dependent on the initial conditions and the sort of final condition prescribed (fixed
or free). For large speeds above the corner velocity, turning maneuvers quickly
decelerated to the corner velocity to take advantage of the higher turn rates.
Only for slow initial velocities was post-stall technology taken advantage of for
the turning maneuvers. In this speed domain, the use of post-stall was shown to
decrease the time to turn the velocity vector for fixed final state by 12 percent
and to require less space to turn. For the slicing maneuver, use of post-stall
yields a 15 to 50 percent improvement in time depending on final conditions. For
the pointing maneuver the aircraft begins turning and suddenly aims by allowing
angle of attack to go to 90 degrees. The evasive maneuver prescribed did not take
advantage of post-stall technology.
The ability of an aircraft to enter into the post-stall regime gives a pilot signifi-
cant tactical advantages. The quicker the pilot can point and shoot and repeatedly
turn his aircraft around to face the opponent, the more certain the pilot can be of
victory. Post-stall technology can thus be used to yield increases in the mission
effectiveness and survivability of fighter aircraft.
1.2 Problems at High Angles-of-Attack
Classical stability and control analysis is anchored in the works by Bryan, Lanch-
ester and Bairstow (eg. See [1]). They realized that the equations of motion can
be broken into a steady state problem and a small perturbation from equilibrium,
and determined that the aerodynamic forces can be expressed in terms of stability
derivatives. Implicit in the idea of the steady state problem is that the perturba-
tions from equilibrium are indeed small. The stability derivatives assume that the
forces are linear in aerodynamic quantities such as angle of attack, sideslip angle
and angular rate. These derivatives are then assumed to be only a function of the
instantaneous orientation. Additionally, the conventional design of the aeroplane
allows analytical solutions by decoupling the eighth order system into two fourth
order systems (lateral and longitudinal).
In dynamic maneuvers at moderate to high angles of attack, the classical model
is no longer valid since every assumption is violated. The perturbations from
equilibrium are not small, the forces are nonlinear in the aerodynamic variables,
the loads are dependent on the history of the aircraft state, and the lateral and
longitudinal equations can no longer be decoupled.
1.2.1 Static Data at High Incidence
The reader is undoubtedly familiar with the behaviour of two dimensional airfoils
beyond stall. For thick and thin sections, the airfoils respectively exhibit trailing
edge and long-bubble bursting stall characteristics [9], [76]. These manifest them-
selves as a flattening of the lift curve as the angle of attack exceeds the stall value
[11]. For moderate thickness airfoils, the short-bubble bursting stall leads to an
abrupt drop in the lift and pitching moment. Of course, the Reynolds number,
through the displacement effect, can modify the type of stall encountered by a
particular airfoil. This sectional behaviour is similar to that encountered by large
aspect ratio, unswept and untwisted wings. These wings will tend to first stall
near the root, owing to the stronger pressure gradient, and once stalled yield a
vortical pattern which tends to delay tip stall (keeping aileron efficiency). Even
swept wings are designed to behave in such a fashion in order to give the pilot a
clear warning that he has stalled and to prevent large rolling moments with loss
of roll authority at stall.
The decrease of aspect ratio and increase in sweep angle modifies the flow
structure so that locally sectional behaviour is no longer applicable. These slender
wings (eg. [12]) develop leading edge vortices (see figure 1.2) above the wing which
contribute to an additional nonlinear vortex lift increment. As the angle of attack
is increased further, these vortices undergo a radical change known as bursting or
breakdown. The burst vortex is characterized by a rapid increase in the core size
with only a swirling flow over a large area above the wing. Naturally, bursting the
vortex causes a loss in the vortex lift increment and an increase in the (nose-up)
pitching moment since the bursting begins at the trailing edge. The bursting of
vortices appears to be insensitive to Reynolds number [13],[12].
The lateral behaviour is also strongly nonlinear at high incidence [76]. The
vertical fin supplies a diminishing restoring moment to sideslip as it gets shielded
by separated flow from the fuselage and wing. The nose [14] provides a destabiliz-
ing increment to the yawing moment as flow separates asymmetrically. Sidewash
effects on the tail and fuselage (from leading edge or rolled up vortices) are also
a nonlinear function of sideslip angle. For low speeds encountered by STOL ve-
hicles, sideslip may be enough to stall the tail yielding nonlinear sideforce and
yawing moment increments. Additionally, the rolling and yawing moments may
vary widely if the lateral orientation is such as to stall one wing.
Clearly the static data is strongly nonlinear in both the sideslip and angle of
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Figure 1.2: Leading edge vortices above a delta wing and additional vortex lift
(from Tavares).
attack variables as the incidence increases beyond stall. The situation complicates
as the aircraft undergoes dynamic maneuvers yielding history dependence.
1.2.2 Dynamic Maneuvers at High Incidence
Airfoils undergoing oscillations or ramps in pitch beyond the maximum static stall
angle have been studied in many experiments. Two-dimensional dynamic stall
(applicable to high aspect ratio, unswept untwisted wings), is characterized by
the formation of a vortex just above the leading edge which subsequently advects
slowly over the upper surface of the airfoil [15],[76],[16]. As this vortex passes
over the airfoil, it increases the lift significantly above the static stall value. Upon
leaving the trailing edge, the vortex suction loss results in full stall with a sharp
drop in lift and moment. If the angle of attack is subsequently decreased, the flow
takes time to reestablish itself (remaining at lower than static lift and moment
coefficients). One significant feature is the dependence of the load trajectory on
the frequency and mean angle of attack. Whereas low frequency motion tends to
give a classical large hysteresis loop described above, higher frequencies follow the
lift curve slope (but not the moment), see figure 1.3.
Slender wings with leading edge vortices exhibit similar hysteretic behaviour
in the normal force coefficient. The dynamic stall of slender wings is determined
by the lag in the breakdown of the leading edge vortices. That is, as the wing
pitches up, a hysteresis.develops in the location of the vortex breakdown [17].
The effect is to delay the breakdown on the upstroke, allowing more vortex lift
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than the static case, and to delay the re-establishment of the vortex system on the
downstroke. As a result, the lift overshoots the static stall value on the upstroke
and undershoots on the downstroke. Again, the load trajectory is a function of
the aspect ratio, reduced frequency and amplitude [12],[17],[16].
The lateral loads also encounter hysteretic behaviour [18] as vortices break-
down asymmetrically. This hysteresis may be as a function of sideslip angle or
spin rate. In dynamic tests, dynamic derivatives will depend on amplitude if the
oscillation remains on one branch or executes a loop [193.
Rotary derivative measurements on aircraft configurations [20],[19] have shown
strong dependence on the configuration. The rotary derivatives are nonlinear in
rotation frequency and amplitude. They also experience large variations as the
angles of attack and sideslip are varied [14]. It is not surprising that an aircraft
would experience such effects. At high angles of attack, the flow is separated from
many surfaces including the forebody. As an aircraft moves in a flowfield filled
with vortices emanating from separated zones, these vortices will interact with
the surfaces. The maneuver will further modify the separation locations on the
body (which are already sensitive to geometry), causing the vortex strengths and
locations to vary through the motion. This separation can also jump around as the
boundary layer may undergo transition dependent on the speed of the motion (i.e.
rotation of the nose) [21]. Additionally, the convective time lag of these vortices
makes the motion more strongly dependent on the maneuver history. Further
complexity is added when these vortices breakdown in the vicinity of a surface.
The loads emanating from this interaction will be a function of the amplitude,
frequency and attitude of the aircraft which all determine the position, strength
and state (burst?) of the vortices relative to the surfaces. The strong dependence
on configuration comes about through the separation locations , the positioning
of the surfaces and the effect on the pressure gradient (and hence breakdown
location).
1.2.3 Cross-Coupling Effects
At high angles of attack, the longitudinal and lateral equations may no longer be
decoupled due to cross-coupling terms which produce lateral loads in response to
longitudinal motion and vice-versa. These effects come about through such things
as vortex bursting, asymmetric vortex positioning, and stalling of one surface.
Additional coupling may come at any angle of attack through inertial effects due
to high roll rates [22].
Consider a delta wing at a sideslip angle. We know that the windward vortex
experiences an effectively larger aspect ratio than the leeward vortex (eg. [13]).
We also realize that the net effect of the larger aspect ratio is to cause breakdown
of the leading edge vortex [23], [24] (See figure 1.4) at a lower angle of attack.
Using this simple argument, we can see how increasing the sideslip angle at a
fixed angle of attack can eventually cause the windward vortex to burst. The loss
of the vortex lift would then cause a nose up pitching moment due to the sideslip
thereby coupling the lateral and longitudinal modes. The coupling is complete
since changes in angle of attack would significantly affect the breakdown thereby
changing the rolling moment characteristics.
Asymmetric vortex bursting is by no means confined to the above effect as
vortices emanating from the forebody over the wing and tail may have similar
effect. Aircraft which roll, or yaw would also promote some asymmetric vortex
bursting thereby affecting the lift, drag and pitching moment. Since angle of
attack and pitching rate strongly affect breakdown, lateral loads would depend
on the longitudinal characteristics as well. Additionally, a symmetric orientation
does not always lead to symmetric breakdown as small changes in geometry may
cause one vortex to burst before another.
Vortices emanating from long slender forebodies (See figure 1.4 originally from
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Figure 1.4: Boundaries of vortex asymmetry and breakdown versus aspect ratio.
[23], extracted from [25]) will position themselves asymmetrically. This effect
induces a lateral coupling force on a body which is symmetrically oriented. These
loads are strong enough to influence the departure characteristics of an aircraft
and prevent recovery from a spin [26],[27],[28]. The addition of strakes, leading
edge extensions and forebody blowing can all reduce the vortex asymmetry to
improve departure characteristics (i.e. [29], [30],[31],[32] ). Additional benefits
are noticed, since a well behaved vortex system over the wing tends to delay stall
over the main wing. However, the stall may be more abrupt after having been
delayed when the forebody vortex bursts. Consolation can be had by realizing
that the breakdown would first occur near the tail yielding a nose down moment
from the reduced downwash.
A more easily visualized form of coupling can be seen when rolling an aircraft
with high-aspect ratio wings at angles of attack near stall. The downgoing wing
could change its effective angle of attack enough to stall thereby causing a change
in the longitudinal loads in addition to the autorotational rolling moment. This
is yet another form of cross-coupling that can occur at high angles of incidence.
The reader can undoubtedly envision many more static and dynamic situations
in which coupling can occur between the lateral and longitudinal motion.
1.3 Models to Deal with High Incidence
Given that essentially all classical stability analysis assumptions fall apart when
one dares to venture into the high angle of attack regime, how do we deal with
the situation?
One could simply continue using the classical stability analysis at higher angles
of attack taking care to linearize about a point at high angle of attack. This
leads to yaw departure susceptibility prediction through the dynamic directional
stability parameter (CnDYN) [18]. Also, the lateral control departure parameter
or aileron alone divergence parameter is used to predict roll-reversal boundaries.
A combination of the above criteria leads to the 3 plus 8 axis stability indicator
(ie. [33]).
Aircraft with relaxed static margin tend to decrease the damping in pitch which
makes coupling terms appear more significant [19]. As angle of attack increases,
the importance of the pitching moment due to sideslip term (and other coupling)
forces one to regard the above measures with some skepticism. Indeed, when one
couples the modes, one discovers that the CD, criterion is non-conservative
[34],[35], [36]. Simplifying the coupled equations of motions to look at just the
moments due to angles of attack and sideslip, Kalviste [36] comes up with an
essentially extended dynamic directional stability criterion. This criterion has
been further extended to include inertial coupling and rotational derivative terms
[37] and time responses agreed well with the predictions. These sort of models
are useful for designers to get a feel for regions of instabilities to investigate more
thoroughly. However, the above models rely on locally linear, motion independent
aerodynamic data which we know do not mimic reality at high angles of attack.
Simply looking at the effects of nonlinearities in the flowfield, one could per-
form sensitivity studies on a computed solution using point by point aerodynamic
data [38]. This would not include any history effects and would yield information
for only the cases considered. Similarly, even flight tests (which certainly do not
suffer from improper aerodynamic modelling) can only investigate specific cases
at some risk to the pilot and aircraft.
Semi-empirical aerodynamic models are sometimes used to treat the dynamics
of a wing or airfoil undergoing dynamic stall or wing rock [39],[40],[41],[42]. These
methods make the aerodynamic terms a function of additional variables and some-
times add switches to include hysteretic behaviour. One would consider such a
model to examine a specific behaviour when data is available on the behaviour.
The application of bifurcation theory to dynamical analysis has been under-
taken for some specific aircraft [43],[44]. The object is to seek equilibrium surfaces
in the aircraft control variable space. That is, one would get a surface on which
the aircraft state remains constant as a function of say elevator,aileron and rud-
der deflections. One could then look at the stability of the surface and determine
points of saddle-node, pitchfork, Hopf, an other bifurcations. It is then possi-
ble to visualize if a control surface is deflected how the system can jump from
a stable equilibrium to an unstable one (or diverge completely) upon passing a
point of bifurcation. The stable equilibrium surface then suggests a proper control
response to the bifurcation in order to get to a desirable stable equilibrium (pre-
sumably a developed spin is not desirable). One limitation of the method is that
the aerodynamic data is point by point and dependent on the current state of the
aircraft. Thus, the stability of the aircraft about the equilibria is not necessarily
properly computed and some equilibrium motions may not even exist if summing
wind-tunnel or flight parameters doesn't adequately model the loads.
Time-dependent motion with some nonlinearities have been introduced by To-
bak and Schiff [45]. The object is to model the flowfield through indicial response
functions dependent on the history of the state of the aircraft. In principle, one
would be able to encompass a broad series of maneuvers with this formulation,
however, getting the indicial response functions as a function of all state histo-
ries seems a taxing task. Additional simplifications make the problem somewhat
more tractable by assuming single valued responses, dependence only on recent
past (through time derivatives), and slowly varying motions. Further confining
the motion to a rectilinear flight path (for stability axes) implies that the motion
can be decoupled into that resulting from indicial response functions due to
* Steady resultant angle of attack.
* Roll oscillations at constant resultant angle of attack.
* Pitch oscillations at constant resultant angle of attack.
* Coning oscillations at constant resultant angle of attack.
More dramatic hysteresis effects (than rate dependent ones) can be included by
allowing multiple valued indicial response functions [46] as a simple function of
the past state. Using this model has proved successful for particular oscillatory
motions when compared against unsteady vortex lattice code results [47]. Despite
the significant simplifications from the original model, the indicial response func-
tions remain functions of the complete time trajectory of resultant angle of attack
and some measure of the roll angle. Getting all such data would be a difficult
undertaking.
Allowing nonlinear, history dependent, laterally-longitudinally coupled loads
is possible through computational modelling of the aerodynamics and coupling
with the equations of motion [48],[49], [50]. Additionally, references [78], [52] have
developed vortex lattice codes used when the motion of the aircraft is prescribed
(sort of an unsteady computational wind tunnel). The particular references de-
scribed have used unsteady vortex lattice codes with some separation in order
to model the aerodynamics. The use of such methods to model high angle of
attack aerodynamics requires a mechanism for modelling the separated flowfield.
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These methods have fixed the separation points and allowed for discrete vortex
filaments to convect throughout the field. The inviscid nature of the equations of
motion being solved must either model or ignore transitional effects which can be
important to aircraft dynamics [21]. Nevertheless, by properly accounting for the
effects of vortical regions shed from parts of the aircraft surface, these methods
provide insight into the nonlinear and history dependent motion caused by the
modelled aerodynamic phenomena.
The vortex lattice methods suffer problems due to the numerics and modelling
of the convecting wake. Specifically, convection of a three dimensional wake is
a process which suffers from a physical instability (the Kelvin Helmholtz insta-
bility). Numerically modelling this process introduces discretization errors which
will be amplified, owing to the instability. Care therefore needs to be taken in the
numerical model of the wake to capture the essential physical processes without
having the discretization errors overwhelm the physics. Sarpkaya [53] presents an
excellent review of the subject.
Another problem in the implementation of unsteady vortex lattice methods,
has been their sensitivity to the modelling of the first elements shed from the
leading edge. Various leading-edge panelling schemes are reviewed in Rom [54],
which are not argued on the basis of the physics.
1.3.1 Objective of this thesis
It is the objective of the present work to provide an unsteady, panel code with free
vortices to model the wake and to address the problems suffered by the vortex
lattice methods.
Some of the problems occurring in high incidence flight mentioned before will
not be modelled. For instance; vortex bursting, vortex liftoff, vortex asymmetry,
and separation from bluff bodies and non-sharp edges. The model will be limited
in scope to dealing with flows which have vortex sheets emanating from sharp
edges such as the trailing and leading edges of delta wings. Unlike the vortex-
lattice methods, the present method will model the surface with distributed source
and doublet singularities. However, this model does use free vortices to model the
wake which do not require topological information about the flowfield, or iteration
in order to get solutions.
Particular test cases considered in this thesis will be limited to longitudinal
motion, no lateral motion will be studied. However, nothing in the model pre-
cludes the use for lateral motion.
An important component of the model is the allowed history dependence con-
tained in the unsteady convection of the wake. This permits the inclusion of
nonlinear vortex induced lift, unsteady nonlinear wing/tail interference effects
and hysteresis effects.
The wake is stabilized by using a discrete vortex core in a manner similar to
Krasny [55]. The stability of vortex sheets after this desingularization and the
effect of core sizing on unsteady loading are both investigated.
An investigation reveals that the arbitrary placement of vortex elements being
shed from the leading edge results in non-unique solutions. Care is taken to
model elements shed from the leading edge to yield unique initial time solutions
to impulsively plunged delta wings.
1.4 Summary of Thesis
The thesis is organized into seven main chapters which are summarized below.
Chapter one presents problems in high angles of attack flight and discusses
available models to deal with these problems. A brief summary of the current
model proposed is discussed.
Chapter two presents the panel method used to describe the surface singularity.
The method follows that presented by Johnson [56] dividing the surface into panels
with linear source strengths and quadratic doublets. The boundary conditions
imposed for a general moving body are discussed. Numerical details specific to
this code are discussed.
Chapter three discusses the pressure formulation in the body-fixed frame of
reference used to solve the flowfield. The numerical method used to compute the
loads is presented. Finally, an unsteady Kutta condition is presented.
Chapter four presents the wake model. The numerical implementation of the
wake is discussed in the following areas: convection, effect on boundary conditions
and contribution to pressure. Various time stepping schemes are compared. The
results of a three dimensional wake calculation are compared to experiment and
theory. The effects of core size on discrete wake stability are analyzed, as are the
effects of various time stepping schemes. The model for the first element shed
from the leading edge is presented and justified by comparing to a theoretical
model.
Chapter five presents results for unseparated flow. Steady calculations around
a sphere, Joukowsky airfoils, swept wings with thickness, and wing/tail combi-
nations are compared to theory, other computed solutions or experiments. The
steady calculations are performed with flat and nonlinear rolling up wakes. Un-
steady calculations are then performed for a rectangular wing and wing/tail com-
binations and compared to theory and computed results. The linearity of the
plunging rectangular wing is discussed.
Chapter six discusses results for separated flow around a delta wing of aspect
ratio one. The sensitivity in three-dimensions to the positioning of the shed ele-
ment is demonstrated. The resolution of this sensitivity is implemented and the
results compared to theory. The effect of core sizing and panel/vortex resolution
on the loading, rollup, vortex positioning, and stability is presented. The steady
loading is extensively compared to experiment, theory and other computational
results.
Chapter seven concludes by presenting recommendations for future work and
summarizing the important contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Panel Method Description
A method to solve for the flowfield is described. First, a discussion of the non-
dimensional parameters characterizing the flowfield of interest lays the ground-
work for assumptions made in developing a model to describe this flow. In this
model, the surface of the body is divided into a network of panels upon which
singularities are distributed. Boundary conditions are then imposed on the body
which uniquely determine the distribution of singularities. This distribution is
then used to find the potential and velocity on the surface of the body.
2.1 Potential flow for unsteady, high angles of
attack
Aircraft maneuvering in the high angle of attack regime typically do so at low
airspeeds for two simple reasons. Either they operate at high angles of attack as
a consequence of their low airspeed, requiring the high lift found in the post-stall
regime, or they must operate at low airspeeds to avoid the high load factors of
high-a flight. A natural consequence of this low speed flight is that the Mach
number is low over a substantial portion of the flowfield. Additionally, reduced
frequencies are typically low enough so that the product of Mach number and
reduced frequency is also low (much less than one). Consider, for instance, a roll
maneuver of 300 degrees per second (5.23 rads per sec) executed in an aircraft
travelling at Mach 0.2 at 10 kilometres altitude (thus U = 60 metres per second).
For a chord of 5 metres, this gives a reduced frequency of 0.4 where k is the
reduced frequency, given by:
we (5.23)(5)k c _ (5.23)(5 0.4 (2.1)2U 2(60)
One would expect lower values of reduced frequency in practice since this is about
as high as this parameter would go for maneuvering aircraft applications. Clearly
then, the product of reduced frequency and Mach number remains much less than
one.
This combination of low Mach number and low reduced frequency/Mach num-
ber product tells us that the effects of compressibility may be neglected over most
of the domain when modelling the flowfield around aircraft operating in this do-
main. The continuity equation may thus be written as V -U = 0 .
While the airspeeds encountered are generally low insofar as flight and the
speed of sound are concerned, these airspeeds create small advection time scales
compared with diffusion times through the action of viscosity. In more familiar
terms, the Reynolds number is large. We may then assume that the flow is inviscid,
equivalently, the Reynolds number goes to infinity. We additionally ignore the
Reynolds stress terms, assuming that the time scales involved would be slower than
the scales considered here. One could alternatively consider a Reynolds number
based on a turbulent viscosity as becoming large. The momentum equation then
becomes (inviscid, incompressible):
Off Vpld+ ( " V) = (2.2)
t + ) P
A look at the non-dimensional vorticity dynamics equation:
DC (V 2 C) (2.3)
Dt Re
reveals that as the Reynolds number is allowed to go to infinity, the diffusion
term disappears and we are left with only the vortex stretching term (far right)
accounting for changes in vorticity. Clearly this vortex stretching term can only
affect existing vorticity. When vorticity is not fed into the flowfield either as
initial conditions, or from the far field, where is vorticity created? By neglecting
the effects of viscosity, we have removed the mechanism which allows vorticity to
be generated at the wall through diffusion of the large velocity gradients imposed
by a no-slip condition. We can consider the slip-velocity existing at the wall as the
velocity outside an infinitesimal shear layer containing infinite vorticity. Thus, the
velocity reaches the slip velocity near the wall and jumps to zero at the wall. We
consider the flow this way because this is consistent with allowing the Reynolds
number to grow to infinity from a finite value (See figure 2.1).
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UFigure 2.1: Boundary layer considered as thin shear layer.
The circulation existing in these thin layers is unchanged as the layer becomes
thinner. Using the definition of circulation:
r= J -.d (2.4)
we may take a contour integral around the boundary layer from the wall to the
exterior of our thin layer, revealing that the circulation per unit length is given
by the exterior velocity (the slip velocity). At certain points along the wall, this
circulation will be fed into the flowfield. Naturally, some consideration will have to
be given to viscosity at these points, but these are separation points such as sharp
edges. The consequence is that thin shear layers not only exist along the wall, but
also within the flowfield. Kelvin teaches us that in the absence of non-conservative
body forces, our previous assumptions (incompressible, inviscid), guarantee that
the circulation around a closed material curve will remain constant.
Dt
Thus, once a group of particles are endowed with circulation, they preserve this
quantity.
The fact that vorticity is confined to thin shear layers along the wall and within
the flowfield, allows us to use irrotational flow outside these thin layers. Within
the irrotational portion of the flowfield, we may therefore express the velocity as
the gradient of a potential. That is, since:
(= V ® = 0. (2.6)
outside the thin shear layers, we may use the curl of the gradient equals zero to
express:
U = VO (2.7)
Simply substituting back into the continuity equation yields the Laplace equation:
V2 = 0 (2.8)
Even in the unsteady case, the Laplace equation (at a fixed instant in time)
describes the flowfield potential. The momentum equation is decoupled from the
continuity equation and may then be expressed as:
V(8 +P - +- V V 0. (2.9)
which is the familiar unsteady Bernoulli equation used to get the pressure from
the potential.
In formulating the unsteady problem, the Laplace equation describes the flow-
field at every snapshot in time. Existing shear layers within the fluid advect with
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local particles conserving circulation around a material curve. These shear lay-
ers are rotational, and must be considered separately from the potential flowfield.
Once the potential is found, and its rate of change, the pressure may be calculated
from the unsteady Bernoulli's equation.
2.2 Surface representation
The Laplace equation may be solved by applying Green's theorem and thus ex-
pressing the potential as a integral over the boundary of the domain. That is:
(8dS (2.10)n 4r(0 n 4rr
Where the integral is taken over the entire surface of the body and the vortex
sheets (shear layers) in the flowfield. The quantity r is the position vector from
the boundary point to the observation point and n is a normal vector directed
into the domain (See figure 2.2). Recognizing the elementary source term:
1
source - (2.11)
47r
and doublet term:
edoubet = (2.12)
a9n (4irr/
we see that the potential is the doublet strength and the normal velocity is the
source strength. The potential function is found at any point by integrating a
distribution of sources and doublets along the boundaries of the field.
By choosing a separate flowfield for the inside of the body and summing the
two solutions (See Lamb, Djojodihardjo [57],[58]), either the source or doublet
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Figure 2.2: Domain of integration.
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strength may be chosen arbitrarily. In fact, the source term becomes the jump
in normal velocity as we cross the boundary from the outer flowfield to the inner
flowfield. Similarly, the doublet term is the jump in potential from outer to inner
surface (See figure 2.3). Thus, one gets an integral equation with unspecified
sources (o-) and doublets (yt) distributed over the surface of the body and wakes.
(JJ (r )dS (2.13)
s 04r ) n 47rr
It is important to note that a unique combination of sources and doublets does
not exist. One may chose the source strength, or doublet strength to be zero arbi-
trarily, thereby leaving the remaining quantity to be determined by the boundary
conditions. Choosing zero doublet strength is unsuitable for modelling lifting
bodies, since the imposition of the Kutta condition requires a jump in potential
across the wake which is unattainable with finite sources (recall the potential is
continuous across a source sheet). The representation of lifting bodies therefore
requires non-zero doublet strengths.
2.3 Boundary conditions
Consider a body undergoing unsteady motion in a fluid at rest of infinite extent.
The surface of this body can be represented as a function:
S(, t) = 0 (2.14)
As the body moves, a particle that is in contact with the surface must remain
with the surface, that is, it cannot cross the surface of the body. The kinematic
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Figure 2.3: Jumps across a source and doublet sheet.
condition is then:
Alternatively, if we
the normal velocity
guarantees that the
DS(£,t) dS
S + V - VS = 0. (2.15)Dt Ot
specify the velocity (Ubody) and rotation (W'body) of the body,
of the fluid at the surface must match that of the body. This
fluid does not penetrate the surface.
(Ubody+ +body ® t) -.= - n (2.16)
To implement the above boundary conditions, we make the distributed source
strength equal to the outward normal velocity at the body. That is:
= body + Wbody 0 . it (2.17)
Using the integral relation (equation 2.13), one can then get the distributed dou-
blet strength that corresponds to the potential (b) being zero in the interior of
the body. The properties of source and doublet sheets require this formulation to
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Doublet Sheet, =Ao
satisfy the boundary condition (equation 2.16). Recall that across a source sheet
the normal velocity jumps by the strength of the source term (figure 2.3). The
requirement that 4 = 0 on the inside, tells us that the normal velocity is zero
on the inside (V = 0). Thus, the normal velocity on the outside is the source
strength itself:
S= V4 - (2.18)
Having picked the source strength to be exactly the normal velocity at the body
(equation 2.17), the boundary condition (equation 2.16) is satisfied automatically.
An additional advantage of this formulation, is that the local doublet strength
gives the potential on the surface of the body. A property of the vortex sheet is
that the potential jump across it is equal to the local strength of the sheet (figure
2.3). The doublet strength is zero on the inside of the body, thus the potential
on the outside must be equal to the local doublet strength. Simply taking the
gradient of the doublet strength along the surface then gives the tangential velocity
at the surface (in a frame of reference with zero mean flow).
One note must be made about the frame of reference in which this problem is
solved. The above formulation is for a frame of reference fixed in a fluid at rest,
within which the body is moving with velocity Ubody and rotating with angular
velocity 'od . If one wishes to consider the flow in a frame of reference fixed with
the body, the corresponding boundary condition is that there be no normal flow
at the surface. However, one would have to deal with a perturbation potential
about a flowfield that is rotational if the body has an angular velocity.
The boundary condition on any free vortex sheet in the flowfield is that it
cannot sustain a pressure jump. The unsteady Bernoulli equation may be used to
express the pressure jump across the sheet:
Ap = 0 + - - + 
_ = 0 (2.19)
p Ot at 2 2
The plus and minus refer to quantities on the upper and lower sides of the sheet
respectively. This may be rewritten as:
0 = - t+ A (2.20)
0 = + + VAO (2.21)
at 2
This is simply the substantial derivative of the jump of potential, where the con-
vection velocity is the average of the upper and lower velocities. Since the jump
in potential is equivalent to the local doublet strength of the sheet, the sheet
strength convects at the average velocity.
2.4 Numerical implementation
The solution of equation 2.13 follows the method by Johnson [56]. To solve the
integral equation, the surface to be integrated is divided into a number of panels.
Associated with each panel is a distribution of sources and doublets and, depend-
ing on the chosen distribution, a certain number of control points are placed on
the panels. These control points are the points at which the boundary conditions
will be satisfied.
2.4.1 Division of the integration surface
The integration surface (wing plus wake) is divided into a series of flat quadri-
lateral panels, where each panel is assigned a unique number. The code receives
as input the four corners of each panel, numbered one to four, such that the out-
ward normal is formed through the right hand rule. A control point is placed at
the centre of the panel which is also the centre of a local orthogonal coordinate
system (, r7, () for that panel, where C corresponds to the outward normal vector
(see figure 2.4). Additional control points are placed at the edges and corners of
panelling networks, such as the side edge of the wing, the trailing edge, and the
center line of the wing for highly swept wings. These edge and corner control
points are placed at some specified fraction of the distance from the centre point
to the edge of the panel (90%).
2.4.2 Choice of source and doublet distribution
On the surface of the panel, we distribute sources which have linear strengths in
both directions and doublets which are quadratic in both directions. That is:
u( , 77) = o0 + "O' + yr,, (2.22)
p((, 7) = Po + t + # + U 2f + P 7 , + p17772 (2.23)
This particular distribution has the advantage that errors are much smaller than
a lower order method, and they are tolerant to irregular panel spacing and high
singularity strength gradients. An ad hoc argument can be made as to why errors
Control point
1
2
Figure 2.4: Panelling of a wing
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are lower, by looking at the error in the centre-point velocity for a rectangular
panel. That is, the exact velocity over a source panel is given by:
U o-f (1)-1)v ( - )dS (2.24)
Now, the source strength may be represented by a Taylor series expansion, giving
a tangential velocity:
1 ; 2 + ' 3 2 277
u = 4J3 r- + r- + + - + 2rt  + h.o.t. dS
(2.25)
Integration over a rectangular panel would give all terms equal to zero (since they
are either odd in ( or 77) except for the oa term. The highest order error in the
velocity, is then the awe terms which are proportional to the length of the panel
cubed. The normal velocity is identically equal to half the local source term and
has no errors associated with the expansion. The same analysis in the doublet
strength reveals that the quadratic terms are needed to make the error term in
the velocities scale as the cube of the length scale. This makes the accuracy of
the sources and doublets similar.
The coefficients of the source and doublet expansions are obtained through
least-squares fitting of the strengths at nearby control points. To get the source
strength coefficients for a panel, consider the nearest eight neighbouring control
points of the panel centre control point (see 2.5). The coefficients are picked such
that the following residual is minimized:
9
R (2.21)
j=1
This minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors in source strength. We may
rewrite this problem as a matrix equation whose solution is given by the pseudo
inverse of the left side matrices below.
1 771 Oo o'i(1)
W m i = W (2.27)
9 71 0777 ai(9)
Where W is a diagonal matrix containing the jth weighting parameter in the jth
diagonal element. The result is then a matrix, for each panel, which expresses the
three source coefficients as a function of the eight neighbours and the local panel
strength. to 0 i(1)
A = A . j (2.28)
' i'(9)
The doublet strengths are obtained in a similar fashion, except that we must
make sure that the doublet strength is continuous from one panel to the next.
Since the potential on the surface is given by the doublet strength, the gradient
of the doublet gives the velocity on the surface. Thus, we must avoid situations
where a jump in doublet strength occurs from one panel to the next, since the
local gradients of the doublet terms (and hence velocity) would not account for
these jumps. We first fit the values of the doublet strengths at the corners of our
panel. This is accomplished by curve fitting the doublet strengths at control points
nearest the corner as shown in figure 2.6. In the case of highly skewed panels, we
may wish to decouple variations in certain directions. This is particularly useful if
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Figure 2.5: Neighbouring control points considered for source curve fitting.
we are fitting a curve on a panel where one direction is of much smaller extent than
a second direction (see figure 2.7). Thus, we set up a non-orthogonal coordinate
which follows the panel directions. We express these two directions (say 62 and
v3 ) in terms of the panel coordinate developed before:
V2 = hi~ + h27 (2.29)
63 = g91 + g27 (2.30)
Generally following [56] we begin by fitting values and derivatives to the corner
points by using the twelve nearest control points (see figure 2.6). Two coordinate
systems are set up for each corner point, one orthogonal ((H, qH) and a natural
coordinate ((H, ').
P 3 ,3 - P 3,1 + 2 * (P2,3 - P2,1) + P1, 3 - 1,1 (2.31)
lP3,3 -P3,1 +2* (P2 ,3 - P2 ,1 ) + P1,3 - 1,1
P3,1 - P1 ,1 + 2 * (P 3,2 - P1,2) + P3 ,3 - P1,3TH = (2.32)P3,1 - P,1 + 2 * (P3 ,2 - P 1,2) + P3 ,3 - P1,3 11
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We can then get a normal direction:
H(H A (2.33)
(H
and an orthogonal local coordinate:
(H JH
iC = (2.34)
II(H (9 Hjj
The non-orthogonal direction (j) is expressed in terms of the corner coordinates:
Y = filH + f2TH (2.35)
Finding the minimum norm of:
1 2 i2
- (2.36)
(12 12 2 12Y12 Y12 14(12)
fits for the corner values and gradients. The barred quantities are scaled through
division by the maximum values. The quantities i, iyj express the distances to the
ith point in the (H, 7 coordinates.
After solving for equation 2.36 the doublet strength and gradient at the corners
are expressed as a function of the twelve doublet values at nearby control points:
iLq;
\.;Yy ~ )
= APK
Ai(1)
Li(12 )
(2.37)
The scaling factors must first be undone by multiplying our result vector by:
1 1 1 1 1
2c2 6Iazc -feMm Imm Mar aYm2 7 nm (2.38)
We must then transform the gradients at the corners (expressed in the (H,7^
coordinate) into the panel skewed coordinate system 62, v3 . We have:
Y(( , 7) = p~ o + H + + ... (2.39)
and equation 2.35 can be used to transform the functional form:
H + 7i = (H + (flH +f271H)
( , H77) = 0 + le (
7Hf21)
(2.40)
(2.41)
71H
+ /-2 + ...
This gives the gradients in terms of the corner orthogonal coordinates ( H, 77H):
u H = YP. (2.42)
= /fl (2.43)
f2 f2
These are transformed to the panel orthogonal coordinate system (, 77):
6 = (PL6,H + PIL,7H) - (2.44)
P7 = (G'H + P7H7jAH) - (2.45)
Then again to the panel based skewed system:
Va = L 72 = ~1 h1 + /I7h2  (2.46)
P3 = Vi. V3 = ILgl + /,g2 (2.47)
Thus the doublet values and derivatives at the four corners are expressed in the
panel skewed coordinates as linear functions of the doublet strengths.
corner 1
Pcorner 4
,ccone. 1 /i=i
= Acorners (2.48)
4a.orne  ti=NTOT
Pocorner 1
Pcorner 4
We now employ the same methods to fit for the doublet strengths at the
panel, by fitting to the control points on the surface, the values at the corners,
the corner gradients, and an additional term to insure that the center gradients
o o
3,1 3,2 3,3
oo 0 0
2,1 2,2 2,3
o 0 0 0
1,1 1,2 1,3
o o
Corner
strength and finite difference
strengths and derivatives
Figure 2.6: Neighbouring control points considered for doublet curve fitting.
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Figure 2.7: Skewed panels, coupling exists.
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Figure 2.8: Vectors used to get finite difference gradient.I-l
Figure 2.8: Vectors used to get -finite difference gradient.
(which are velocities) match the finite difference approximations. The position
vectors are expressed in terms of the local skewed coordinates (a 2 + O3), non-
dimensionalized by the maximum a and 3 (a = - ). Again, we build a matrix
whose norm we wish to minimize:
1 -k k ,2 ak 02 A Io Y
amaxr/c
0 1 0 2 -  0 3 ,maxt/ I k
2
3 
rn0aaz )7t3a
(2.49)
where k refers to the corner number. The last vector is expressed as a linear
function of the doublet parameters from our corner curve fitting (equation 2.48).
To simplify the explanation, let us name our individual matrices:
AM -b (2.50)
Matching the strengths is more important than matching the derivatives, so
the weighting function on the strengths is unity, whereas the weighting function
on the gradients is given by:
Wa = (2.51)5
The 3 weighting is similar. Roughly, this ensures that in the residual, the error
scales with the maximum doublet strength predicted by linearity.
Additional terms are added in the curve fit, to make the derivative at the center
match a second order finite difference approximation to the derivative. This term
is important to make sure that our center gradients (to be used as velocities) are
close to that predicted by a more accurate finite-difference scheme. We get the
gradients in the a direction (using notation in figure 2.8) as:
S2 2 2
= 4 + 8L2 ±4 + 2 - 4 +2 8(2.52)C 2 822 2 2 2da S2S4 + S 42 2S4 +424 + S 4S2)
The f derivative is found in a similar fashion. This merely adds rows to our
matrix:
w (o0 1 0 0 0 0 )- (amax d ) (2.53)
0 1 A0 0 o )-( maz (2.54)o 
-
0100discrete
The weight on these terms is set arbitrarily to one half.
As a final term, we add in all the control point values that are located on the
panel, and give them equal weight to the corner points. This further expands our
matrix with rows:
w 1 a a) A - I (2.55)
Our residual to be minimized for the panel doublet fit, is then:
4
R = w(o + ak + /3 k + aa + Ilakak + [130k - k)
k=1
+SW(oak - a - 2 laaPak - Ia3)pk 2
+W(P - ~p - 2pp,30k - c )aP k 2
+ Z W2 (Lo + ILaci + Ot31 + /LaaC + aLpCYQI + LPf - PI)
Ipanel
+ Oit discrete + (P discrete
The I-panel term refers to all control points that are on the panel, such as the
centre control point or edge points. Minimizing the above gives us a matrix
solution:
A (2.57)
iti=NTOT
Again, we must first get rid of the scaling factors:
P
/Laa
Pa13
IOP )
1 1 1 1 1
amaz m a
3
a2 a;m;2 m 0z 2
(2.58)
We then transform to the panel based coordinate system ( , 77) by noting:
a 2 + 3 3^ = (ahC + Og1) + (ah2 + /g2)? (2.59)
So that:
92 - 9177
a =
hl g2 - h2g
-h 2( + h177
h1= h2hlg2 - h2gl
(2.60)
(2.61)
(2.56)
- Pa 2
2
Ai=NTOT
Our final solution can then be found by the following multiplication:
1o
1L
Where the D term
Our final result
1 0
D
0 -il
D
0 0
0 0
0 0
is h1 g 2
then is
0 0 0 0 Yo
S 0 0 0 ID
S0 0 0 /3
D(2.62)
0 -g 2 h2
D2 D2 D2 PaP
0 D 2  D 2  113
- h 2g1
a matrix for each panel which expresses the coefficients
of the curve fit in terms of nearby doublet control point values.
I
Ao
11n
11n
A77k4t
A 71r
AAI (2.63)
1i=NTOT
/I
Verification of curve fits
The curve fitting routines were compared to actual polynomials. As an illustration
of the accuracy of the source curve fitting program, we considered a polynomial
where the constant term (co) was set to unity and the linear terms were allowed to
vary. The results from the curve fit are then plotted versus the actual coefficients
(figure 2.9). The fitted parameters agree quite well.
SOURCE TERMS COMPARISON
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
Figure 2.9: Comparison of source coefficients to curve fit.
Comparing the curve fit for the doublet panels, consider a highly skewed panel,
a parallelogram subtending a 10 degree acute angle, with one side much larger
than the other (5.75 to 0.05). For illustrative purposes, we set the actual strengths
to be:
y( , 77) = 1 + .2( + .3, + 2 + .577 + /.t7,72 (2.64)
We then compare the quadratic terms actually set (lines), to the results of the
curve fit (crosses) in figure 2.10. Even for this highly skewed system, the curve
fit agrees well. This can be contrasted to the same test case, but with a curve fit
that fits using an orthogonal coordinate system (figure 2.11). Clearly, the non-
orthogonal coordinate system yields much better results for this skewed panel.
DOUBLET TERMS COMPARISON
4.0
k=tan(15 deg)
-4.0
0.00 1.25 2.50 3.75 5.00
Figure 2.10: Comparison of doublet quadratic coefficients to fit.
Another important aspect of the doublet curve fit is the continuity from one
panel to the next. To illustrate, consider a distribution with an additional cubic
term (ItC4) which is allowed to vary across a square panel of unit extent:
i((, 77) = 1 + , V3 (2.65)
Figure 2.12 compares the jump across adjacent panels at different locations. The
jump is only significant at the centre of the edge of adjoining panels, not at the
corners (where the jump is part of the residual). The maximum jump is about six
percent of the average strength at the edge for this test case.
DOUBLET TERMS COMPARISON
0.0 2.0 ,j.o 6.0 8.0
Figure 2.11: Doublet quadratic coefficients with orthogonal coordinates.
2.4.3 Velocities and potential integrals
Each panel now has a bilinear source distribution expressed as a linear function of
all source terms at control points and a biquadratic doublet distribution expressed
as a linear function of doublet values at control points. Using equation 2.13, we
break up the total surface integral into a sum of integrals evaluated over each
panel. The potential then becomes:
(X, y, z)
N(0o + O' + a77 (2
= -(2
J=1 Js 47rr
) 8n 4r)
.66)
PERCENTAGE JUMP ACROSS PANELS VERSUS CUBIC TERM
PERCENT
2.0
CORNERS
-2.0 11
0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60
Figure 2.12: Percentage jump across panel edges versus cubic coefficient.
Since the coefficients are constants over each panel, we are left with terms that
look like:
I dS : J (MN o 1 dS (2.67)
4xr s n 41rr
These integrals are evaluated exactly as in [56]. Note that far field expansions are
used to speed up evaluation of these integrals. Similarly, the velocity integrals are
just the gradients of the above terms and can be evaluated for each panel.
We can then express the potential function at a control point I (on the inside
of the body) in terms of the
/
curve fit
T
on panel J:
/0 LO
ST
oo 9'O
(xIyIz) + J (2.68)
0717 (I,J) 07 j
i 11771 (I,J) k P7 ) j
Where 0,, refers to the integral term multiplying the IL term and so forth. Re-
calling that every panel's source and doublet coefficients are expressed in terms
of the values at control points (equations 2.28, 2.63), we can express the potential
at any point in terms of these parameters at control points.
( lyl~zj) (O,0 ,, , €7,,, ,, 7 ) (1,J) Pi
J=1
O(XYN ,z ) (€I0 0, 01. 044f O, A 7 ¢ .. )(N.J) A
((oQ C (1,J) 1
+ A,, + 4 Qwake (2.69)
Where the additional 4twake term is the vector of potentials at the inside control
points due to the integral taken over the wake. This term is treated differently if
it is a steady or unsteady case (more on this term later). For the simple Kutta
condition (described below), this term becomes a linear function of the doublet
parameters and just adds into the doublet matrix (A, below).
fIwake = Awake (2.70)
Now the boundary conditions are set up with O(z, y, z) = 0 on the inside, and
a source strength specified to be the normal velocity (equation 2.18 ). This leaves
matrix AM to be inverted for the control point doublet strengths:
A, = -A, (2.71)
This matrix is then inverted using a singular value decomposition, giving the dou-
blet strengths at every control point. The velocities are found using the gradient of
the surface potential (the doublet strength) in the panel coordinate system( , 7, ()
and subsequently transformed to the general coordinate system(x,y,z). We must
also consider that the body is in motion and add in the normal velocity of the
surface (equal to the source strength from before).
V~z = VXyrz + o,, (2.72)
The above is the velocity in a frame of reference fixed in space as the body moves
through it (the solution frame), to recast in a more familiar body-fixed frame
of reference (XYZ), we must subtract the velocity of the frame of reference (the
velocity of the body):
Vxrz = Vyz + oi - Ubody - Wbody 0 (2.73)
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The gradient term can be expressed in terms of our more familiar matrices:
V = t :1 0 1 0 2 2 A, (2.74)
0 0 1 0 2/
We now have solved for the potential and velocity on the body expressed in
terms of the boundary conditions.
Simple Kutta condition
Consider a wing and corresponding wake in steady flow (see figure 2.13). The
simple Kutta condition requires that the jump in doublet strength occurring at
the trailing edge be continuous onto the trailing wake panels. This prevents a
line vortex from existing at the trailing edge. Additionally, placing control points
close to the trailing edge (as argued in [56]), forces a smooth flow at the trailing
edge.
The doublet strength on the wake panels (forced to go downstream at the
free-stream velocity) can be expressed in terms of the doublet strengths on the
upper and lower trailing edge panels. Using a panel's coordinate, the trailing edge
is located at:
S= Ao +B
S= Ea + H (2.75)
where a is a coordinate normal to the free stream but parallel to the fixed wake
surface. Using the curve fit for the panel (p((, ?)), the wake doublet strength is
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expressed in terms of the fits for the upper (I+) ar I lower (I-) panels through a
simple transformation.
Ao YL1 pAL
, = ATE1 + A ~+ - ATE1 AMI_ J (2.76)
Iwake N 
N
In steady flow, the wake doublet strengths are constant from the trailing edge to
infinity along a streakline (assumed to be straight). Thus the wake doublet fit is
not a function of the downstream coordinate (t in figure 2.13). Performing the
integrals described in the previous section over the wake, then yields a matrix
which multiplies the above coefficients for each wake panel. Thus, the potential
term for the wake takes the form:
to
wake = e A wake L,.
Iwake
Combining with equation 2.76 yields the following:
4wake = Awake
This form of the Kutta condition will be used for
elaborate form is discussed in the next chapter.
(2.77)
(2.78)
comparisons, but a more
=AY+B ; il=Ea+H
Figure 2.13: Panelled wing plus straight wake.
Figure 2.13: Panelled wing plus straight wake.
Chapter 3
Pressure Condition in unsteady
flow.
3.1 Unsteady Bernoulli's equation in moving
frame
For unsteady, inviscid, irrotational flow, we had that the momentum equation
could be rewritten as:
V ( + - =0.
at p 2
(3.1)
The unsteady Bernoulli equation drops out of the above, that the quantity within
brackets is a function of time only and that at any instant in time, it is constant
over the whole flowfield. The formulation of the Bernoulli's equation in a frame
of reference moving with the body follows that in Katz and Plotkin [59]. We first
Oz
Y
Figure 3.1: Fixed and moving frames of reference.
specify a frame of reference fixed with the body (XYZ) and one fixed in space
(xyz) within which the body is moving at velocity Ubody and angular velocity
Wbody. These coordinate frames instantaneously correspond to each other, so that
we may express one coordinate in terms of the other for very small times:
= i +A + ® t (3.2)
Where r' is the instantaneous position vector of an observation point (same as X
or x at the instant t=O). Figure 3.1 illustrates the dependence between coordinate
frames.
We may then take the potential function expressed in terms of the inertial
frame, and transform it to a body fixed frame:
(,t) = (1,t),t)= O(r7(, t), t) (3.3)
Thus, our derivatives in the Bernoulli equation simply become:
o(+X, t) ((X, ) aot(X, t) ax(3, t)
t t(3.4)at at ax at
The velocity of a point fixed in space (fixed X') but observed in the moving coor-
dinate (X,Y,Z) is merely:
x( 1,t =-( + )T (3.5)
Putting this into the Bernoulli equation for a fixed frame of reference, gives the
Bernoulli's equation in a frame of reference moving with the body:
l (U + ®).V p  V .V = F(t) (3.6)atj p 2
3.2 Evaluation of loads on the body
Bernoulli's equation can now be used to compute for the pressures on the body,
using the fact that at the far field, the flow is undisturbed. Even using the
unsteady frame of reference formulation (equation 3.6 ), the F(t) term on the right
side becomes the pressure at infinity. A pressure coefficient drops out naturally:
S- Poo 2 0a 2(U + (3 iF) V V - V(Cp = -+ -(3.7)
eu2 ue2' at f r ef
In generalized unsteady flow, the reference velocity is not readily apparent, for
simplicity, we pick this to be the total velocity occurring at the beginning of the
unsteady problem. This has to be scaled out of the problem appropriately.
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Figure 3.2: Radius vector on a panel.
The loads are obtained by integrating the pressure coefficients over the body.
This integral is broken up into a sum of integrals over each panel. Thus, the net
force coefficient is given by:
- F=i1 AL fs, Cf(f , 77)d dy7CF =re
S,,r
(3.8)
The moment coefficient is evaluated by assuming the entire
panel centroid (close for small enough panels):
- EC =I 9 x fs, Cp( , 7)d( dy
CM = e
To get the pressure coefficient as a function of location on
first realize that the position on the panel comes from a sum
load occurs at the
(3.9)
the panel, we must
of the panel centre
and the position with respect to the panel frame (see figure 3.2).
r= X + + 77 (3.10)
and that:
(3.11)
Recalling that the potential at the surface is given by the doublet strength, and
that the source strength is set equal to the normal velocity, we get:
2 ap 2(U + (£+ ( + 77)) - Vt V. - Vt ,2
Cp(, ) = U2  + (3.12)
ref ref ref ref
The pressure on a panel can then be expressed broadly as:
Cp(, 77) = Cpo + CP4 + Cp, + CP, ~ 2 + CP4,(' + Cp,,, 2 (3.13)
Where the Cp terms are functions only of time for a particular panel and are
expressed below.
o 2 2
+2(U + 0 ® ,) -) . + 2(U + ~ ® ) 7) ,
= -28t + 2oo - 4_ A 2 - 2CL ,
+2(U + W 0 £.) - 2IL + 2( + 0 ) - , 14
+2( ® () . , ,
- -2-t + 2Ooa - 4 LCI, - 2A1pqu,
at
+2(U + W- 0 i) - 2pL, + 2(U + W 0 X-') -.L7
+2(w- 0 ) -(pu
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
Ur2ef CPO
U2ef P4
Uef C,,
U,2
U,2ef CP,
U'ef CP,,
= -2 0  +Ot
+2( ()
-2 +
+2(w 0)
-2 t+
2 -4,2 A
2oo, - 4ACAt7 n - /-777 C7
- 2A7,7 + 2(w (2) - 21LC
2 A , 2  2
72 - 4 /L - /,2
7 ( 7 7
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
Recalling each panel's contribution to the sum in equation 3.8, the above param-
eters get pulled out of the integral and we are left with terms like:
(fs, M- xN-d( doCs(I, M, N)= 1 d (3.20)
21 Uef Sre
which may be evaluated for each panel beforehand and simply multiplied by the
respective coefficients and summed over all panels to finally give the force and
moment coefficients:
N
CF = EC-A (CPo C s(I 1, 1) + Cp Cs(I, 2,1) + Cp7,Cs(I, 1,2)
I=1
+Cp, Cs(I, 3,1) + Cp, Cs(I, 2, 2) + Cp,,Cs(I, 1,3)) (3.21)
N
CM = E -n' ® x (CPoCs(I,1,1) + Cp Cs(I,2,1)+ CpCs(I,1,2)
I=1
+Cp,,Cs(I, 3,1) + Cp,Cs(I, 2, 2) + Cp,,Cs(I, 1, 3)) (3.22)
(3.23)
The curve fit from each panel gives the terms like IL , yet the time derivatives
of these terms come from our solution tc
A, " = -A
The dots represent derivatives in time.
constants in time. A necessary condition
not change. More will be said about the
on the unsteady wake.
" -
4 wake (3.24)
We have assumed that the matrices are
for this is that the shape of the body does
'(wake term in Chapter 4 with discussions
3.3 Kutta condition and implementation
A nonlinear Kutta condition is applied at the trailing edge points. Control points
are placed on both the upper and lower surfaces of the trailing panels, close to
the trailing edge. We still require there be no jump in doublet strength onto
the trailing wake, thus this wake's strength is determined by the trailing edge
doublet values. The nonlinear form of the Kutta condition enforces that there be
no pressure jump across the trailing edge control points.
In reality, potential flow across a sharp finite angle trailing edge would require
a stagnation point there. However, the potential model with quadratic doublets
would not capture this feature. Instead, we opt for zero pressure jump across
the trailing edge control points which assures us that the flow leaves smoothly.
Consider the alternative, if the trailing edge had a pressure jump, in order for
the first wake element to have no pressure jump, the pressure would require an
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infinite gradient at the trailing edge.
From Bernoulli's equation at the trailing edge we can immediately write the
pressure condition (plus and minus refer to upper and lower surfaces).
(VtL+ .T(V , - (VL4- (V4LY +OL + &/t
-2
2 at at
-(U + ®t) . U + + ( ® r) . VI +
S+)2(q-)2 = 0. (3.25)
2
In order to incorporate the above into our existing framework, we break up the
doublet strength terms into those at trailing edge control points (at which the
Kutta condition will be enforced), and others. Since upper and lower trailing
edge control points are close to each other on the inside surface, eliminating the
upper points at which 0 = 0 will not affect the solution much. Instead of setting
0 = 0, we enforce the Kutta condition at these control points and designate their
doublet strengths vi. This is illustrated in figure 3.3.
The problem to solve:
A, = -A, - wake (3.26)
1/ \/
t + Kutta pt
inside
Figure 3.3: Description of Kutta points.
is then broken up into several pieces. The matrix A, is partitioned as follows:
C1
E,
IN-M (3.27)
VM
There are M control points at which the Kutta condition will be enforced. The
solution to the remaining N-M points is:
g = A-lb- A 1C(.8 (3.28)
For convenience, the doublet strengths are expressed in the form:
$ = i + V2 'V (3.29)
From the curve fit, the gradients at the trailing edge are expressed as:
+ 1 0 2+ O]A1 i +() (3.30)
Similarly, other gradient terms may be expressed in the same form:
(f = ft (3.31)
7 +TIL) (3.32)
S = T (3.33)
,T = g (3.34)
(3.35)
We rename the ~ and v7 vector as /T.
The pressure jump condition is then rewritten at a particular Kutta control
point:
+ t Ot 2
The temporal derivative of the doublet strengths is evaluated using a simpli
difference in time approximation which may be expressed as:
-(U + W- . + + g+
t= IL pT - Tm To + h.O.t.at at 2
Where fiTod is simply iT at the previous time step. The m vector elements
zero except for the elements corresponding to the upper and lower trailing
which are -and - respectively.
Using equation 3.29, the condition is then expressed as a quadratic:
- TK + ( 2 TTV 2 + k'V 2 + m )v 2- K 
(a+) 2 - (0-) 2  v K 1 - k±
- - - M v, + m ATo
(3.36)
e finite
(3.37)
are all
edges,
(3.38)
Where, the K matrix is given by:
K = f+f+ + g+g+ - f-f- - g-g (3.39)
and the k term by:
87= (Y+  7
-(U + W 0 r (U +-f-'-( W _ 
87
(3.40)
We are then left with the following quadratic form for each of M Kutta control
points:
jTp + q'y + r = 0. (3.41)
The first guess to the values of v' come from the original solution using the
simple Kutta condition described previously (making the trailing edge control
points have zero internal potential instead of a nonlinear Kutta condition). The
solution to the M trailing edge equations comes from a three-step quasi-Newton
method. We are trying to drive the following (I=1 to M equations ) to zero:
fI = rj + q' + jTPI V
-I (3.42)
The Jacobian is evaluated at our current guessed
f
a V__
position Vk.
(pj)T -
DM #) -
+We then linearize to gu ss
We then linearize to guess
- M -
K PM
the next position:
S=Vk - ff)
b = V - f(A)( a )k
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
Vk+1 = - f(i) (3.46)
The Jacobian is computed only once for every three substeps. The process is
repeated until convergence is achieved. Convergence is defined as when the sum
of the squares of our pressure jump function (the f function) is below a certain
value. That is:
M
Z(fI) 2 < Rthres (3.47)
I=1
We set the threshold sum to 10- 4 . Typically, an average run takes two to three
iterations to converge. If after a large number of iterations (say, 100) the solution
has not converged, the code is halted .
3.4 Comparisons of nonlinear to linear Kutta
conditions
The panel method was used to compute the flowfield around an aspect ratio six
rectangular wing. The cross section was a NACA 0012, and the wake was extended
straight back from the trailing edge. Comparing the steady case with the Kutta
condition to that without does not reveal much of a difference (See figures 3.4,3.5).
The pressures jump is enforced to be zero at the trailing edge control points, for
the solution with the nonlinear Kutta condition.
The lift curve is also not affected much by the imposition of this Kutta condi-
tion (see figure 3.6). The lift slope seems to be reduced slightly.
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Figure 3.4: Pressure coefficient on NACA 0012, AR=6 wing with linear Kutta
condition.
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Figure 3.5: Pressure coeff. on NACA 0012, AR=6 wing with nonlinear Kutta.
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Chapter 4
Wake Model
A model for dealing with the thin shear layers discussed in chapter 2 is presented.
The wake is discretized into small elements which are convected in discrete time
steps and determine a portion of the boundary conditions on the body. The wake
is joined to the body at separation lines, like the trailing and leading edges, and
the doublet strength jump is continuous onto the wake.
The convection of the wake is desingularized using a vortex blob method as
in [55] that is extended to three-dimensions. Different time stepping schemes are
presented and their effects on both accuracy and stability are discussed. A three-
dimensional test case is compared to results in Spreiter and Sacks [60] and our
model generally agrees well.
The linear stability analysis of the discretized vortex sheet is presented to
discern for the effects of the numerical core. The numerical core is shown to
first render the short wavelengths neutrally stable. As the core size is increased,
longer wavelengths are made neutrally stable. Similar results are found in three-
dimensions. As the spatially discretized vortex sheet is convected using different
time-stepping schemes, additional instabilities are imposed as a result of the time
stepping schemes. One would require a three-step Runge-Kutta method at a
minimum to introduce damping of the small wavelengths.
The mechanism to compute the unsteady wake contributions to the pressure
are also discussed, as is the inclusion into the trailing edge Kutta condition.
Sensitivity of the normal loads to the positioning of the first element shed from
the wake is demonstrated. To correct this sensitivity, the leading edge elements
are positioned by focusing near the leading edge where the flowfield looks like
a semi-infinite plate. A smooth flow is assured by obtaining the proper square
root singularity, with which we integrate for the position of the first leading edge
elements.
4.1 Trailing Edge Wake Model and Wing Junc-
ture
The solution of a body maneuvering (unsteady) through an incompressible fluid,
is merely the solution to Laplace's equation at a series of snapshots in time.
Thus, the flow around a moving wing is determined by its instantaneous velocity
and orientation. The flowfield at a finite time (say At) later would subsequently
be determined by the updated instantaneous velocity and orientation. However,
between these two times, the wing has left its mark on the fluid by shedding some
vorticity into the fluid. This is actually a continuous process occurring throughout
the discrete time step. We approximate this process by assuming that a linear
doublet distribution (constant vorticity) is shed from the trailing edge at the local
free-stream velocity (negative of the body velocity). (In fact the continuous vortex
sheet would deform and convect at the local velocity giving a coupled nonlinear
problem.) This element shed at any one time step has unknown strength that must
be determined with the doublet strengths on the body. Once vorticity has been
shed into the flowfield, this vorticity must be transported at the local velocity.
This previously shed vorticity then modifies the boundary conditions on the wing
at all subsequent time steps. The entire procedure is best illustrated by a two-
dimensional example in figure 4.1.
4.1.1 Potential Due to Wake
The potential at any point due to the entire wake can be computed by integrating
the doublet strengths over the entire wake:
Jfk=L a ( ) dS (4.1)
This integral is made simpler by breaking up the wake into a series of panels with
bilinear doublet strengths. Thus the potential becomes a sum of the integrals over
the panels.
i=- (1 0 + OAn + J1,I)- dS (4.2)
Solve for strengths with first wake
element unknown
te l=O
g=O
UAt
t~
Solve for strengths on wing
and first wake elements, use
existing wake elements in BC.
Ate
gt=0
UAt
Use as BC on wing
Figure 4.1: Procedure for trailing wake convection.
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The panels are quadrilaterals described by their corner points at which the
doublet strengths are specified. In general these quadrilaterals need not be planar,
to simplify the integration, the quadrilaterals can be broken up into two (obviously
planar) triangles or a quadrilateral joining the edge midpoints (guaranteed to be
planar) and four triangles at the corners as shown in figure 4.2. Since the two
triangle case involved fewer calculations that is the one chosen here. The integral
is then evaluated over a flat triangular panel by first defining a coordinate system
(in figure 4.3). The linear doublet distribution is expressed in terms of the corner
values:
Io = L1 (4.3)
k 12 =-1 (4.4)
(X2 - xl) 2 + (Y2 - yl) 2 + (z2 - z)
2
P3 - Po - PLst
, = - (4.5)
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where:
X = ( - 1)' (4.6)
r77 = ( x3 - )'7 (4.7)
The integral over the sub-panel becomes:
€ = (lo + I e + ty) d ~ d (4.8)
The jL coefficients may be pulled outside of the panel and be expressed in terms of
the basic integrals evaluated before as per Johnson [56]. Recall that the integrals
t4
t4
t2 92
3 g3
Figure 4.2: Description of individual wake elements.
are of the form:
f MN dS (4.9)On 47rr
where M and N go from 0 to 1. Thus, the entire integral for a quadrilateral panel
may then be broken up into terms due to each individual corner point value. (This
will be useful to compute 9.)
S= 11 + 22 + 3033 + L44 (4.10)
Recall that the zero internal potential boundary condition in the body requires
the contribution to the potential by the wake (the $wake term). This may be
evaluated explicitly for most wake panels with known doublet strengths (from
previous time steps).
2 3
Figure 4.3: Coordinate system for triangular sub-panels.
4.1.2 Velocity Due to Wake
The convection of the wake requires the velocity field. In fact, it is the computation
of this velocity field at every time step that takes up the most CPU time. Instead
of determining the velocity field by integrating the doublet strength directly over
the entire wake, we replace the doublet distribution by a series of discrete linear
vortex segments of constant strength. The doublet distribution is equivalent to a
vorticity distribution, where the vorticity is given by:
i = t ® VIL (4.11)
This equivalence is illustrated in figure 4.4. Note that the edge of a panel with
finite doublet strength at the edge is equivalent to a line vortex at the edge with
vortex strength (circulation) equal to the doublet strength at that edge.
The quadrilateral elements are appropriately broken up into several line vor-
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Figure 4.4: Equivalence of vortex sheet to doublet sheet.
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3 F4
IF3
F2
Figure 4.5: Replacement of doublet sheet by line vortices.
tices. Vortices are placed at the edges going in the (roughly) streamwise directions,
and a vortex is placed at the center of the panel in the crossflow direction. This
is better illustrated in figure 4.5. One must also make sure that the vortex lines
do not end abruptly. The strengths of the vortices come from lumping the linear
doublet strength into a single vortex at the centroid.
The strength of the crossflow vortex comes from averaging the corner doublet
strength jumps occurring across the range of a panel. In figure 4.5 the vortex
strength would be given by:
r (9 3 + Z2) - ( '' + 4) (4.12)
2
Adjoining vortex lines are then chosen to insure that no vortex line ends abruptly,
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that is:
F4 = F1 - F2 + F3 (4.13)
The velocity field of the vortex lines is computed by summing the individual
vortex segment velocities found by using the Biot-Savart law:
= rI -3 (4.14)
Where r'is the position vector from the element to the observation point. This is
simply integrated for the case of a line segment, yielding the familiar but singular
velocity field:
V = (cos(0 1 ) + cos(0 2 )) (4.15)4x h
The notation is shown in figure 4.6. In order to proceed by time stepping the
wake, the velocity field needs to be desingularized to avoid infinite velocities when
elements get close to one another. The procedure used follows the vortex blob
method discussed in [55] but is simply extended to three dimensions.
V = - (cos(0 1 ) + cos(02)) (4.16)4-r h2 + 82
The 5 term is a numerical vortex core whose value will depend on the spacing of
vortex elements.
4.1.3 Treatment of First Trailing Elements
Unlike the elements on the body, the wake elements have linearly varying doublet
strengths. The first elements positioned at the trailing edge extend U.At from
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h n
Figure 4.6: Notation for velocity at xl due to line vortex.
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the trailing edge and need not correspond to the panelling on the wing.This is
illustrated in figure 4.7. The doublet strength jump must be continuous from the
wing to the wake to remove any possibility of a line vortex existing at the trailing
edge (our simple Kutta condition described in a previous section). The strength
at the edge of a wake panel may then be expressed in terms of the curve fits on
the neighbouring panels. Say our upper and lower panel have curve fit matrices
A,+ and A,_ respectively. Then the wake panel nearest the trailing edge, has
corner doublet strengths which can be expressed in terms of these matrices and
the unknown control point values by simply evaluating the curve fit at the edge
point (using R+ and R- shown in the figure).
T T
1 1
Pedge = A+ - A,
_  
(4.17)
+ i=NTOT
The old L term is set to zero at the first time step, but otherwise is the trailing
edge value of u at the previous time step (it has been convected to the next corner
at the free-stream velocity).
The first wake elements have strengths that are not known until the solution on
the body has been found. These strengths must then be incorporated as unknowns
into the solution matrix and solved along with the doublet strengths on the body.
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R+= (,Trl) on upper panel
R-= (4,) on lower panel
from curve fit
old
UAt
Figure 4.7: Junction of wing with trailing edge wakes.
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g+= ((+,p+)
The internal potential due to the wake at a panel control point, comes from a sum
over every wake panel:
N
1wake 1= -(j1€1 + " 20 2 + I33  + t4€4)j (4.18)
j=1
The .k term refers to the doublet value at corner number k of the wake panel.
For the wake panels abutting the trailing edge, the 1 and 2 strengths are not
known explicitly, but rather are expressed in terms of the doublet parameters on
the body (see equation 4.17). These strengths may be simplified as:
i= 1 J1 = A, (4.19)
.i=NTOT
The potential may be expressed as a sum over non-trailing edge wake panels and
trailing-edge wake panels.
-wake 1- (L101 + L22 + I303 + 44)j
Not-TEwake
,i=1
+ (A3a3 + L44 + (01A1 + 2A2) J )j (4.20)
TEwake
Pi=NTOT
The unknowns doublet strengths are then included in the matrix of unknowns and
solved for with the rest of the doublet strengths.
As the wing joins the wake, the trailing edge panels will have associated with
them a 1 type singularity in the velocity that will be exactly canceled by a singu-
larity at the beginning of the wake (essentially a line vortex of equal and opposite
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strength). Instead of adding these two singular quantities together (and hoping
that the numerical values cancel), the trailing edge panels' singularity is removed
and the first wake vortex is omitted. Since the trailing edge panels have quadratic
variations and the wake panels have linear variations on a smaller mesh, the nu-
merical values would not usually have canceled exactly.
Using the notation in [56], the velocity field due to a vortex panel is broken
up into terms that look like:
v = V A f Lr 3 (4.21)
The sum is taken over the four sides of a panel. The second term is quite con-
veniently the Biot-Savart law for a vortex filament along each side, with strength
equal to the local doublet strength. This is the term that is simply omitted for
the side adjoining a wake network. The first element of the wake will have a
line vortex that should cancel this term from both upper and lower trailing edge
panels, so the term is omitted and the line vortex is not included in the velocity
formulation. Note that the VA term still includes a logarithmic singularity (in
directions perpendicular to the edge), owing to discontinuities in the slope of the
panels and the doublet gradients.
4.1.4 Velocity at Wake Points
The wake elements are convected at the local fluid velocity in a frame of reference
fixed with the body. Each wake panel corner is convected, so the velocity must be
evaluated for every corner. This velocity is obtained by summing the velocity due
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to the wake elements, that due to the body panels and the motion of the frame
of reference. The wake velocity is found by adding together the desingularized
vortex line segments representing the entire wake (see section 4.1.2). The first
element of the wake joining the trailing edge is not included (see section 4.1.3).
The velocity due to the motion of the frame of reference at a point S is given by:
Vframe = -Vbody - Wbody 0 5 (4.22)
The velocity due to the body is obtained by summing the contributions due to
the individual panels. However, the trailing edge panels singularities are removed
as discussed in 4.1.3. These velocity contributions (as per [56]) are expressed in
the local panel coordinates as a function of the doublet and source coefficients.
This must be transformed to a general body fixed coordinated, and the coefficients
must be obtained from the curve fits on the panels. Thus, an individual panel
would cause a velocity (in the local frame ():
Vo -,v ,, Vo V , 6o
V)= V V,,, +V Vo -+ V,, a (4.23)
Vo- VC70  VCo -V, \,
where Vt, is the velocity in the ( direction due to the 0Lo curve fit term. After
performing the curve fits, and transforming the coordinates, the velocity in the
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general body fixed frame due to a single panel becomes:
Ko '+ :7 1
] VC. V,7,7 Ii=NTOT
V0  6 -O r i=
+ o ,, A,, (4.24)
VCo V i=NTOT
This velocity is evaluated at the wake panel corner points and added with the
other velocities described to get the wake corner point convection velocities.
4.1.5 A Few Tricks to Expedite Computation
Since the evaluation of velocities on the wake points is one of the slowest parts of
the code, some tricks to speed up this process are implemented. The portion of
the code that evaluated velocities at a wake point due to all wake elements was
fully vectorized on the Cray.
The velocity term due to the body panels is not evaluated at each wake panel
corner point. Instead, this velocity component is evaluated at some control points
and interpolated between others. The wake networks are broken up into a rectan-
gular domain as shown in figure 4.8. The I and J coordinates correspond to the
crossflow and streamwise coordinates (approximately). All nodes with the same
J coordinate were shed at the same time, and all nodes with the same I coordi-
nate are shed from the same point on the wing. The computation of the velocity
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due to the body panels on the wakes is evaluated at a fixed number (say 11) of
points across the wake (fixed J) for every J coordinate. Say I ranged from 1 to
30, the body-induced velocity would be evaluated at only 11 of these 30 nodes.
This velocity term would be evaluated in a similar fashion at each J plane. Thus,
the velocity would be evaluated at I=1,4,7,...,28,30 for all J. (We keep in mind
that this may be a source of asymmetry from the addition of numerical errors.)
An approximate length coordinate (s) is assigned to each I point, beginning with
zero at I=1. This procedure is illustrated at the bottom of figure 4.8. Thus the
length (si) of any point I is approximately the distance along the wake (at a fixed
J) to the I=1 point.
i
Si = j - Xk._,j (4.25)
k=2
Where the £i,j represents the current position of the I and J node.
A cubic spline is performed between the nodes where the body-induced velocity
has not been evaluated. This consists of assuming a cubic polynomial in all three
velocity components in between evaluated nodes:
Vbody-induced = VO +  V+S + V2S (4.26)
The spline fit matches derivatives and values at each evaluated node (the end
points assume zero second derivatives), and returns a smooth velocity at each
node.
Additional time savings are introduced by lumping wake elements together to
get medium distance induced velocities. Several vortices representing the wake
are lumped together by getting an equivalent vortex with strength equal to the
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Figure 4.8: Wake computational domain and description of s-coordinate.
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sum of the strengths of the vortices being lumped. The position of the vortex is
found by a weighted average of the corner positions of the vortices (the weighting
is the vortex strength). If the distance to the vortices is large enough, the lumped
vortices are used to compute the velocity field. This may be demonstrated to
be valid by looking at the velocity field due to a close group of vortex segments
(see figure 4.9). The velocity field may be expressed by summing the Biot-Savart
velocities for each segment:
= E (4.27)
i=1 4-x r
As these elements move farther away from the observation point, all ri get large
compared to dli, so the integral is evaluated as:
Y 4l7®T r (4.28)
i=1 4 ri
Since the vortices are close together, compared with the distance to the observation
point, we realize:
ri r2 r 3  rag (4.29)
The ri terms may be pulled out of the integrals and set equal to an average value
(Tavg).
rtot
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Figure 4.9: Notation for lumping vortices together for large distances.
Thus, the velocity term becomes:
Ftot lavg 0 ra g (4.31)
S4r 3 (4.31)
agr
which is approximately that due to a line vortex of length lavg with midpoint
located at r'a, from the observation point, and strength given by Ftot. The location
of the midpoint is taken as as the average of the midpoint locations (getting rid
of the dependence on the observation point).
4.1.6 Discrete Time Stepping Scheme
Once the total velocity field has been computed at each wake node, the nodes must
be convected. The total process is already discretized in time for the solution of
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the body doublet strengths. However, additin.rial errors in the wake position will
grow in time if an improper time stepping scheme is used (see [61]). We compare
the simple Euler approach:
Ck+1 =k + VkAt (4.32)
to an explicit Adam Bashforth:
-k+l = k k  k-1Xk+1 X+( -2 2 1 t (4.33)
a centerpoint scheme:
-k+1 -- 1 + 2kA t (4.34)
and a two-step Runge-Kutta:
At
2xl = x + Vk 2
ik+1 = ik + FA t (4.35)
We compare the motion of two vortices of equal strength for the different time
stepping schemes. The exact solution has the vortices going around in a circle
forever. The parameters in this case are the vortex strength (F), the separation
of vortices (e), the time step (A t), and the numerical core size (8). From these,
two independent non-dimensional groups can be formed:
8 ra t
SF (4.36)
Fixing the first parameter at .02 and the second at .5, we look at the behaviour
of solutions using the different time stepping schemes.
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Figure 4.10: Euler time stepping scheme.
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Figure 4.11: Centerpoint time stepping scheme.
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Figure 4.12: Adams Bashforth time stepping scheme.
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Figure 4.13: Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme.
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Clearly, the best schemes are the centerpoint and the Runge-Kutta, since
they do not diverge away from the final solution. However, the Runge-Kutta
requires evaluating the velocities twice which consumes more time, a good price
to pay considering the improvements in accuracy. The centerpoint scheme will
demonstrate to be unstable for more complicated wakes (this can be shown later).
As we vary the coefficient, the pictures do not significantly vary, increasing
the relative core size will tend to decrease the velocity and hence the time to
go around, so the diverging solutions will do so more slowly. Interestingly, the
Runge-Kutta scheme begins to diverge as the core size parameter becomes of order
1, then no longer diverges as this is increased further.
As the time step parameter is decreased, all solutions will get better, yet
divergence will not be prevented. The advantage of decreasing the time step
instead of increasing the core size, is that the velocity will be closer to correct.
The disadvantage is that the computation time will be increased.
A special correction can be introduced into the Euler scheme to try to remove
the divergence. The velocity vector can be corrected for the rotation, as follows:
2h sin(O) - 0 V 0
o= 2 ( VCorr = Vor cos(-) or, sin(-)F (4.37)At 2 V 2
The notation is shown in figure 4.14. It is not known how this will behave when
a great many vortices are added together. This method is applied to our previous
case, and the results are shown in figure 4.15. The problem is that this assumes
the vortex causing the flowfield is fixed. In fact, the divergence does not disappear.
Another tool can be introduced into the full computation, that of a local two-
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Figure 4.14: Notation for correcting induced velocities.
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Figure 4.15: Euler time stepping scheme with angle correction.
step Runge Kutta. What this entails, is to predict the midpoints of convection (
the :' terms) and to get the velocity correction at the midpoints by only consid-
ering a few very close vortices. One then assumes that the contribution due to
other vortices is unchanged from the previous sub-step. This assumption is valid
if the vortices move a small amount relative to their separation distance. This
trick will reduce the computation times of the correction step to order N instead
of N 2 (compared to the 2-step Runge-Kutta) where N is the number of vortices.
This procedure was not used to generate results in this thesis.
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4.1.7 Procedure for One Full Time Step
The procedure for an entire time step follows. The boundary conditions are eval-
uated on the wing due to the new velocities and the current wake position. These
boundary conditions determine the source strengths on the body. The solution
matrix is then modified to include the unknown terms of the wake abutting the
trailing edge. The Kutta condition is enforced and the doublet strengths are
found. The new wake strengths may now be obtained. Vortices are lumped for
large distance velocity evaluations. The velocities are subsequently computed at
each node point, and then the nodes are individually convected. The process is
now ready for a new time step. This process is best illustrated in a flowchart as
shown in figure 4.16.
4.2 Verification of Wake Convection
To verify the ability of the previously described method to properly determine the
shape of a wake, comparisons are made to theory and experiment. The paper by
Spreiter and Sacks (see [60]) provides cases for comparison.
We begin by considering the steady state case of an elliptically loaded vortex
line. A full three-dimensional case is run with 51 spanwise vortices broken up into
11 segments downstream. The parameters chosen are:
* Time step size: At = 0.05
* Numerical core size: 6 = .1
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Figure 4.16: Flowchart describing solution process.
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* Downstream convection velocity: U, = 4
* Span of wing: b = 2
* Circulation at center: r, = 1
The initial conditions are a flat wake extending far downstream (to x=-200),
beginning at an elliptically loaded vortex line with circulation:
1
(y) = , 1 - (4.38)
The vortices are allowed to convect using a four-step Runge-Kutta scheme:
-. At
Xa = XYk-. + V1 - 1
Xb = k - 1 + Va
Xc Xk1+ VbAt
Xk = k-1 + (k-1 + 2a + 2 + V) (4.39)
Every five time steps, a new row of nodes is created behind the loaded vortex line as
the nearest vortices convect downstream. The positions (of the created vortices)
are linearly interpolated from the nearest nodes. To keep a fixed number of
downstream elements in the wake, the furthest downstream elements are removed
and replaced by a simple downstream convection (at Uc) to a far downstream
position.
In order to compare our example to results in Spreiter and Sacks, we require
a non-dimensionalizing length(e):
e = .28 ( ) b (4.40)
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Figure 4.17: Top view of rollup, rectangles represent theoretical tip vortex posi-
tions.
Recall that for an elliptically loaded wing [62], we have:
2bUo CS= CL (4.41)
r AR
The non-dimensionalizing length becomes:
e = .28 (2b 2 Um (4.42)
A top view of the rollup is shown in figure 4.17. The loaded vortex is located
at x=O. Rectangles are placed representing the theoretical (empirical theory)
position of the vortex core. This is obtained from the empirical formulation:
yC = s - (s - s') tanh(x/e)3 (4.43)
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of motion of tip vortex to experiment and theory.
Where s is the semi-span and s' is the asymptotic spacing far downstream (s' = z
for elliptic wings). The position of the rolled up vortex core corresponds closely
with theory. Figure 4.18 shows the lateral position of the tip vortex (rectangles)
versus theory and experiment. The agreement does not appear as good in this
second picture because the tip vortex element tends to oscillate back and forth
around the core. The rollup process is shown in the crossflow plane in figure 4.19.
One can see that the motion of vortices near the centre of the core is not a smooth
spiral as predicted by Kaden, but demonstrates an instability.
Further comparisons can be made for this test case by observing the vertical
motion of the sheet's 'centre of gravity' as the sheet moves downstream. The CG
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Figure 4.19: Crossflow images demonstrating rollup.
is defined for each cross-flow plane:
= EV riz
%N (4.44)
Where N is the number of spanwise vortices in the fixed cross-flow plane. Figure
4.20 compares the motion of our computed vertical CG position versus the theory
described in [60] attributed to Betz. Our computed solution moves downward
about 10 percent faster than that predicted. Note that Betz theory is for a cross-
flow plane calculation which does not include the effect of the elliptically loaded
vortex line. The motion of the centre of the vortex sheet (y=O) is compared to
two limiting cases in figure 4.21. The first limit is the velocity at the centre of the
vortex sheet due to a perfectly flat (2-dimensional) vortex sheet. We can see that
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initially the vortex sheet follows more closely with this curve given by:
UoCLT,  .28b
z = wt = -2 = -2 (4.45)
irARUoo re
As the sheet progresses downstream, it rolls up into two vortex cores. The motion
of the sheet centre then begins to look more like that associated with two vortex
cores. This time, the sheet centre tends to move downward slower than the 2-D
limit case. Another effect which contributes to this discrepancy, is that the last
row of vortex elements is convected downstream with no downward (z) velocity.
In fact this reduces the velocity by a factor (1 - cos(0)) where 0 is the angle
discrepancy in a vertical streamwise plane of the final vortex sheet. This effect
only changes the downwash effect of the final elements by two percent on the
nearest nodes. The other possibility is that the solution had not yet converged to
the final position.
Overall, the rollup picture is quite adequate. Looking at figure 4.19, we can see
that the rolled-up region does not follow a smooth spiral as predicted by Kaden or
Pullin. Given the resolution of the previous test case, one cannot resolve the spiral
structure adequately. Nevertheless, it is worth comparing test cases computed in
the cross-flow plane to the spiral predicted by Kaden. The particulars of the spiral
become important if we wish to use this approach to model leading edge vortices
emanating from delta wings.
Recall that our vortex sheet has a circulation distribution described by
r(y) = , 1 - ( 2 (4.46)
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As we get near the tip of the sheet, we define a distance from the tip E such that
y = .5b - E. As E -+ 0, we get:
F(y) = r, (4.47)
This is the circulation distribution observed over a semi-infinite vortex sheet by
Kaden. We expect that as we look at the behaviour of our vortex sheet near
the tips, the absence of a natural length scale would dictate the same self-similar
solution found by Kaden. A good treatment of this solution is found in Moore
and Saffman [63].
A case was run in the cross-flow plane with the same circulation distribution,
numerical core size, time step, and span as the previous case. A four-step Runge-
Kutta method was also used to convect the vortices. We note that the computation
in the cross-flow plane gives a much cleaner picture of the rollup as shown in
figure 4.22 at time=5.0 (which corresponds to a distance of 20 downstream in
our previous case). If the rollup near the tip proceeds as described by Kaden,
the sheet tip will initially roll up into a tightly wound infinite spiral. This spiral
would grow in time as t . We may verify this behaviour by looking at the sheet
at several times in terms of the self-similar coordinates. We must first move the
origin to the centre of the spiral, and then non-dimensionalize our coordinates as
follows:
2x* (4.48)
For a truly self-similar solution, all times would collapse onto one curve. The
computational results (figure 4.23), are far from this ideal. Generally, the vortex
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Figure 4.22: Rollup in crossflow plane at t=5.0
core region grows in size at the correct rate (since the curves generally fit on the
same axes). However, the presence of numerical errors from the numerical cores
and discretization, leads the solution away from the ideal self-similar solution
which should exist for the inner loops of the spiral. In fact, the lack of spatial
resolution ensures that the initial motion of the sheet will not be the tightly wound
infinite spiral, but rather a few vortices in the vicinity of the ideal spiral location.
An additional result that is in general agreement with Kaden, is the distri-
bution of circulation versus distance from the centre for the inner loops of the
spiral. We compare results at two times (t=2.5, 5.) shown in figures 4.24 and 4.25
respectively. As the radius increases, the solutions will agree less with Kaden's
results, since Kaden's results are strictly valid only in the limit as we approach
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in non-dimensional coordinates for dif-
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Figure 4.24: Circulation F versus distance rp from core at t=2.5
the tip. As time increases, Kaden agrees with more of the spiral as shown in the
figures 4.24 and 4.25. The theoretical relation (from [63]) stems from dimensional
considerations and is:
F2
rp = (4.49)
4yA
where the constant A = 1.5 is used. The numerical solution tends to oscillate
around the Kaden value, probably because the computed position is affected by
far regions of the sheet which do not match Kaden's assumptions. Nevertheless,
the agreement is quite good.
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Figure 4.25: Circulation r versus distance rp from core at t=5.
4.3 Effects of Numerical Parameters
To investigate the behaviour of our discretized vortex sheet with a numerical core
versus that without, it is useful to look at a model discussed in Lamb (see [57])
and developed by von Karman. Vortices are placed in an infinite row, separated
by a distance Ax as shown in figure 4.26. Each vortex is assigned a number m
from negative infinity to positive infinity. The strength of the sheet is constant
with each vortex having strength F.
The position of each element in the vortex sheet is perturbed by Xm, y,, and
the velocity at the central element (m=0O) is evaluated by summing the effect of
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all vortices.
Vo° = . Y0- ym
27r m rm2 + 82
V 20 - Xm - mAX
2V rmE + 62
m
(4.50)
(4.51)
where the summation is taken over all vortices not including the one at the origin.
The numerical core size is given by 8 and:
rm
2
= (X0 - Xm - mAzX) 2 + (yo - Ym) 2 (4.52)
We consider only small displacements for each vortex, and linearize the velocities:
r Yo - Y -m
2o0' mI n + ( 1 )2
VyV =
2m
[ -mx (82 - m 2Ax2
82 + m2A 2 (o -X ) ( 2 +) 2  A2)2)
(4.53)
(4.54)
The first term in the square brackets is antisymmetric in m, so we are left with:
(4.55)
K0 = F Z(o (_ ((6)2 _ m2
VVo 72 (o - Xm) i2rx m (( Az222
Clearly the relevant non-dimensional parameter for the core sizing is 6
We impose a wavelike perturbation onto the sheet:
Xm = ae i m
Ym = peim
(4.56)
(4.57)
Where 0 gives the perturbation wavelength and varies from 0 to 21r. The sheet
must convect at the local velocity. Looking at the motion of the zeroth element
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Figure 4.26: Discrete vortex sheet in two-dimensions.
gives a first order coupled equation:
a M aH (:NO );/3N
Where:
M= r 1 - cos(me)
2irA~ 2  m 2 + (6 )2
N =(1 - cos(mO)) AX (4.59)27rAz m ((_ )2 + m2)2
An initial perturbation will exhibit solutions that proceed in time like eAt where
A are the eigenvalues of the system, given here by A = ±IMN. The system
always has either an unstable mode, or an oscillatory mode with no damping. We
plot contours of the unstable eigenvalue (positive) for values of 0 E (0, 27r), and
b G (0, 10) as shown in figure 4.27. For the case without any core sizing, the
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(4.58)
No0
greatest instability exists at € = r which is a sawtooth mode. It is precisely this
mode that is most affected by the numerical core size. As the core is increased, the
instability is reduced, until some point where the eigenvalues become imaginary.
For 4 = 7, the instability is removed at 6 - 3.
What is important to realize, is that one does not wish to remove the instability
that exists in the wake, for this would eliminate the rolling up features that we
are trying to capture. However, depending on the particular application, certain
small-scale features of the solution cannot be resolved with any accuracy, and it
is these features we wish to eliminate. Naturally, this comes at a price, which
is that the discrete vortex core slows down the very instability we are trying to
model. Consolation may be had (see figure 4.27) by realizing that for wavelengths
longer than the vortex spacing (small 4), the eigenvalues are not as sensitive to
the numerical core size (contours appear almost vertical) as they are for the short
wavelengths.
The appropriate use of this information, is to pick an appropriate length scale
that we wish to resolve in the wake. One should then pick the spatial discretization
(Az) to be able to resolve this feature. One may then pick an appropriate 6
which does not amplify the unwanted short wavelengths.
We may further examine the effect of the time-stepping scheme used on the
stability of our vortex sheet. While we are modeling a process which exhibits a
physical instability (the Kelvin-Helmoltz instability), and the spatial discretiza-
tion modifies the instability as shown above, we wish to know if the discretization
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Figure 4.27: Eigenvalues for wave number 0 and core sizing .
in time introduces further instability into the system.
To simplify the analysis, we take our linearized system of equations (see 4.58)
and diagonalize the system:
a)
0)
(4.60)
and
X=Aa (4.61)
Where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the M and N matrix with diagonal
elements ±iMN). The V term is the eigenvector matrix.
For the simple Euler scheme:
k+ = (AA t + I)x-
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(4.62)
X= V
which gives a maximum amplification in one time step of:
IAmaz A t + 111 (4.63)
Where Ama is the maximum eigenvalue of the M and N matrix given by MN.
The two-step Runge-Kutta scheme gives:
Sk+1 = (IA t(I + A))k (4.64)
with corresponding maximum amplification:
H1 + Amax at + t)(4.65)
The centerpoint scheme gives:
~k1=-k-1k+1 = -1 + 2AA ti k (4.66)
with maximum amplification:
AmazxAt + 1 + (Ama A t)2 jl (4.67)
Finally, the Adam's Bashforth gives:
k+A+ At k_ - -1 (4.68)
2 2
with maximum amplification:
1| 1 + .Ama~ At ti 1+ AmaxAt + (AmaxA t)2 f (4.69)2 2 4
Since we are modelling a system whose spatial discretization has unstable or
neutrally stable modes, the purpose of this exercise is to see if the temporal dis-
cretization introduces any further linear instabilities. Consider the amplification
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that occurs over one time step. Any errors that exist in the continuous process will
be amplified by a factor ex t . The previous paragraphs give the amplifications of
various discrete schemes. What is interesting to note, is that for unstable modes
(Ama, > 0), the discrete schemes all predict amplification rates below that for the
temporally continuous case (see figure 4.28). For frequencies that have become
neutrally stable as a result of numerical smoothing, the eigenvalues are purely
imaginary and therefore have amplification equal to one. Only the centerpoint
scheme gives this amplification exactly. All other schemes discussed will amplify
these modes (see figure 4.29). However, one should not jump and quickly pick the
centerpoint scheme, since this scheme will destabilize the stable modes (recall we
had a negative A mode as well). This is the general shortcoming of the centerpoint
scheme, that only some purely imaginary modes do not exhibit instability.
If one chose a three-step Runge-Kutta, the amplification rate would fall below
one for some imaginary eigenvalues (with A,axA t < xv ). Thus, this scheme
would actually damp out certain modes for a three-fold increase in computation
time.
The eigenvalue multiplied by the time step is proportional to an important
non-dimensional parameter given by:
AAt (4.70)
All of the amplification rates for the different schemes are functions of this pa-
rameter. For a physical case with half the strength r, one could get the same
amplifications by using a time step half as large.
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Figure 4.28: Amplification of different schemes for real eigenvalues.
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This short analysis gives us very important insight into the behaviour of the
discretized vortex sheet. The physical process we are trying to model, the mo-
tion of thin shear layers, suffers from the Kelvin-Helmoltz instability. In reality,
viscous effects would diffuse the shear layer making it stable to short wavelengths
(of the order of the thickness of the shear layer). In discretizing a continuous
vortex sheet into a series of individual vortices, the linear instability remains
(albeit in a different format). The introduction of a small numerical core (8),
has an effect qualitatively similar to that resulting from viscosity, that is, short
wavelengths are no longer unstable. Discretizing the solution in time introduces
further differences. Depending on the discretization scheme chosen, the growth
rates of unstable modes are typically improved. However, the neutral stability of
short wavelengths due to the numerical core is sometimes offset by instabilities
introduced through the temporal discretization. If one chooses such a scheme, it
becomes simply a question of time before short wavelength errors become notice-
able. This can be avoided by choosing a computationally expensive scheme like
a third order Runge-Kutta scheme which will further suppress short wavelengths,
and not introduce additional instabilities.
While the above analysis is linear, the convection of vortex sheets is a strongly
non-linear phenomenon. Even if linear instabilities cause errors to grow, these
will quickly become of such a magnitude as to make non-linear effects important.
While it may be that the nonlinearities keep the solution well behaved and 'close'
to the correct physical solution, it is prudent to prevent this situation.
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4.3.1 Application of analysis in Crossflow Plane
Going back to the familiar example of the rollup of an elliptically distributed vor-
tex sheet, we examine the behaviour of the sheet as various numerical parameters
are varied and different time stepping schemes are chosen.
Flnst, we examine the behaviour of a crossflow wake with parameters as de-
scribed in section 4.2 using a two-step Runge-Kutta method. The discretization
gives A x = .01 and the numerical core size is allowed to vary from 10A x to A z.
Results are shown in figures 4.30 to 4.32 at a time equal to 5 (non-dimensional
time is: _ = 1.25). The overall picture which determines the far field velocity
distribution is not changed much from one image to the next. However, as pre-
dicted by the linear analysis, an instability develops throughout the vortex sheet
as the numerical core size is reduced. Even for the intermediate core sizing, an
instability develops within the rolled up region. Note that within this region, the
vortex sheet should be stretching. This has the effect of increasing the actual
separation between the vortices along the sheet (equivalent to A z). Since the nu-
merical parameter of importance is the non-dimensional term -, the stretching
of the vortex sheet drives this parameter downward into instability. In practice
the linear model would no longer apply in such a region of high curvature (with
radius of curvature approaching the local A x). Nevertheless, the limiting process
would demonstrate this core instability even if the initial vortex spacing was made
infinitesimal and the non-dimensional parameter was chosen as before.
The effect of initial vortex spacing can be seen by comparing solutions with
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Figure 4.31: Rollup at t=5. for = 5. Two step R-K. A x = .01
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Figure 4.32: Rollup at t=5. for = 1. Two step R-K method.
spacings A x = .01,.02, and .04 shown in figures 4.31, 4.33 and 4.34. Holding
other parameters fixed, the effect of this is to reduce T from 500 to about 30.( x)2
Since the eigenvalues are directly proportional to this parameter, the instabilities
should be reduced significantly. This is demonstrated in the figures as a smoother
rolled up region for the larger spacings. Again, one should be careful here, since
the entire solution is being slowed down as we decrease this non-dimensional
parameter. That is, even the long wavelength instabilities (which characterize
the solution) are diminished. In figure 4.34, the core no longer demonstrates
several turns of the rollup (forget resolving the Kaden spiral), and the center of
the vortex sheet has not moved to the correct location. Even if we set both of the
above numerical non-dimensional parameters to the same quantities, the physical
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Figure 4.33: Rollup at t=5. for = 5. Two step R-K, A x = .02
process has a time scale proportional to 2, thus the ratio of physical to numerical
time scale (A t), would be modified. It is this later parameter, which determines
how well we resolve the motion of the sheet.
The effect of the numerical scheme is demonstrated in figures 4.35 versus 4.36.
The core size ratio (-L) is chosen as 3.0, which gets rid of the sawtooth instability
of our discrete infinite sheet. Linear stability predicts the Euler scheme will desta-
bilize this mode more than the Runge-Kutta approach, which is demonstrated in
the figures.
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Figure 4.34: Rollup at t=5. for 8= 5. Two step R-K, A x = .04
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Figure 4.36: Rollup at t=5. for = 5. Simple Euler, A x = .01
4.3.2 Extension of Stability to 3-Dimension
We wish to further examine the stability of the vortex sheet when it is discretized
in both directions. It is helpful to see in which cases the vortex sheet will be
destabilized further than in two-dimensions, in order to pick the appropriate core
sizing. Thus waves are imposed on the discrete vortex sheet running both normal
to and parallel to the vorticity.
The analysis proceeds in a fashion similar to the two dimensional case with
waves moving parallel to the vorticity. The vortex sheet is discretized into seg-
ments having length A y and separated by distance A x as shown in figure 4.37.
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Each node is then perturbed from its equilibrium:
( Xmn (a "
6 ymn = P ei( €m+lln)
Szmn 7)
where m and n represent the x and y node positions respectively.
and 0 represent wave numbers in the x and y directions.
The perturbation velocity at the center (0,0) node can be comp
ming up the linearized perturbation velocities:
M N-1 (iM V ei(km+On) +
M- + --- e #
-M -N a A arS
iJ rl\
(4.71)
The angles 0
uted by sum-
ei(,m+(n,+1))
(4.72)
Recall that the velocity of a vortex element is a function of three positions: the
observation point (i), the starting point of the vortex segment (A) and the end
point of the vortex segment (hB). The derivatives above are the Jacobian of the
velocity with respect to these quantities. The limits M and N should be allowed to
go to infinity, but in computing the eigenvalues, we let these go to a large number
(further vortex segments have a small effect at the origin).
Figure 4.38 shows the maximum eigenvalues as a function of wave numbers in
both directions. In this case, the discrete spacing in both directions is the same,
A x = A y = .1. The circulation is chosen as F = 1. Note that the eigenvalues are
directly proportional to the circulation. As we increase the wave number in the y
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Figure 4.37: Discrete vortex sheet with waves perpendicular to vorticity
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Figure 4.38: Eigenvalues of 3-D disturbances versus wave numbers.
direction, a small stabilization occurs when approximately b < q. As 0 increases
further, the waves are destabilized, with maximum instability at 7k = Ir.
As in the two-dimensional case, the most unstable short wavelength modes are
most easily rendered neutrally stable with the addition of a numerical core size
(5). Figure 4.39 shows the minimum values of 6 to remove the instabilities for the
particular wave numbers. What is interesting, is that a larger core size (than in
two-dimensions) would be required to stabilize the sawtooth mode , as a result of
the waves in the direction of vorticity.
We would expect as the spacing in the y direction gets much larger than that in
the x direction, that the instabilities begin to look more like the two-dimensional
case. Figures 4.40 and 4.41 show the eigenvalues with a very small core size
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Figure 4.39: Minimum 6 required for neutral stability.
and the minimum core for stability contour plots. This case had A x = .1 and
A y = 1.. The contour plots are almost horizontal, confirming our belief that this
case would appear almost 2-dimensional.
The other limiting case, is when the spacing in the y direction gets much
smaller than the x direction. We would expect that wave numbers in the x di-
rection (q) would not have a strong effect on the stability. Figures 4.42 and 4.43
demonstrate that this is the case for most wave numbers, except near O = 0 where
wavelengths in the y direction become relatively long.
The effect of the time stepping scheme will be identical to that in two dimen-
sions. Schemes that destabilize all neutrally stable modes will tend to do so in
the three dimensional case as well. This stems from the fact that the stability of
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Figure 4.40: Eigenvalues of 3-D disturbances, A x = .1,A y = 1
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Figure 4.41: Minimum neutral stability 5,A x = .1,A y = 1
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Figure 4.42: Eigenvalues of 3-D disturbances, A z = .1,A y = .01
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Figure 4.43: Minimum neutral stability 6,A x = .1,A y = .01
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the schemes is only a function of AA t.
The use of this information is similar to that in the two dimensional case, one
picks length scales we wish to resolve in both directions. The core size is then
picked to remove the modes with wavelength of order the spacing. Recall that the
core size will scale with (A z).
4.4 Treatment of Unsteady Contribution to Pres-
sure
In the unsteady case, the pressure contains an additional term to account for
acceleration effects, that is the 2 term. In developing a model for the loads
on a maneuvering body, it is important to treat this term with care. Since the
potential due to a a vortex filament is non-unique, it requires a branch cut. One
possible problem with simply taking the finite difference in time, is that crossing
the branch cut from one time to the next may occur. Clearly the finite difference
would not approximate the derivative with any adequacy. Additionally, when one
considers the rate of change in potential as a vortex filament convects by a control
point, this term displays a singularity (in fact, this term is as singular as the
velocity induced by the filament).
We proceed in a fashion similar to that in section 4.1.1, where we computed
the potential due to a wake element. For each wake element, the potential was
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given by:
St 14 1 + 24 2  + a3 3 + L4€4 (4.73)
The temporal derivative then becomes:
= 1 + 202 + 303 + 9404 +
Yii + P242 + [L33 + 14k4 (4.74)
For a generalized wake element, the corner strengths do not change in time, so
the A terms are usually zero. The panel is also convected freely at the velocities
evaluated at each corner. It is the motion of the panels with respect to our
observation points, that causes the terms.
Suppose an element is moving as in figure 4.44, then the time derivative of the
potential may be obtained at a point due to the motion of the panel. Note that
the potential's derivative is given by:
S= - n( + + #) 1 )d()dq (4.75)t tiangle dn 4xr
where we use the fact that each corner position moves with specified velocity:
= -V (4.76)
at
The above expression for the 0 derivative is then evaluated analytically.
At a particular control point on the body, we must sum the contributions of
all wake panels to get the uake term required in the formulation of the pressures.
Note that the wake panels adjoining the trailing edge have two fixed corners.
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Figure 4.44: Motion of wake panel elements.
However, at the trailing edge, the strength of the doublets will vary with time.
Recalling equation 4.20, the sum of 0 derivatives becomes:
4wake - E
Not-TEwake
(1111 + L2 2  + Jt3 3  + 14 4)j
1 A, + 02 A 2 )j
i=NTOT
+t1 (q
TEwake
ILi=1
+ (3 + q4 + (1Aj + )2A2) )j (4.77)
TEwake
Ii=NTOT
The fact that the above term depends on the derivatives of the body doublet
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strengths is not much of a problem. We I
A, = -A,
We may then simply rearrange to get:
A, + (0AT + 2A2) K( =TE
A N
tad:
(
- wake (4.78)rN
jN
-Ac
O1
UN
4
j=notTE k=1
i= 1
- (a(A3 + I 4 +4  ($1 Al + 0 2 A 2) I )(4.79)
j=TE
Ii=NTOT
Where the (qk)j term is a vector representing the potential at all body control
points due to the kth corner point doublet strength of wake panel number j. In the
simple Kutta condition case, the derivatives of the potential may then be obtained
by simply inverting the left hand side matrix. However, to be consistent with the
solution that imposes the Kutta condition, we recall that the vector of doublet
strengths is broken up into M trailing edge points v and other control points, such
that:
AF b + C7 (4.80)
AN-M )
Where the b term contains the wake induced potential, and the source term con-
tributions. The A and C matrices have properly incorporated the effect of the
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wake panels abutting the trailing edge. Thus, the time derivative of the potential
may be expressed as (assuming the geometry of the body is not changing).
A = + C (4.81)
Note that the change that occurs in the A matrix has already been incorporated
in the right hand side term of equation 4.79.
To determine the left-hand side, we require the i term. This cannot be ob-
tained from the nonlinear Kutta equation, since this equation already has these
derivatives inside, currently expressed as finite differences. If we wish to express
the trailing edge derivatives analytically, we would require them to get the Kutta
expression, but the Kutta solution needs to be obtained to get the wake velocities
and new doublet strengths. Thus, the problem would never close. Instead, we
maintain the finite difference at the trailing edge control points, realizing that we
must address the branch cut problem.
The wake formulation is chosen such that the surface of the wake elements are
the branch cuts. Then the problem of a discontinuous jump from one time step to
the next is not relevant since the wake element should never penetrate the surface
of the body. Thus, we may take the finite difference of the trailing edge points.
The 5 term is then evaluated from equation 4.81.
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4.4.1 Implementation of unsteady pressure terms
Within one time cycle, there are different wake velocities, positions and strengths
that can be taken to evaluate the unsteady contribution to the pressure. For
instance, one could take the updated positions or the old positions. In general,
the most recent available values will be used.
The solution at each time step proceeds as follows:
* Find the new boundary conditions and source strengths a-. This gives 6-
from the finite difference '(t)-,(t--At)At
* Get the newest b by adding the wake contribution from the end of the last
time step, to the contribution from the source term:
b = -B, -b (4.82)
* Modify matrices to include the initial wake elements as unknowns, thus:
A' = A, + E (A, + 2A2) (4.83)
j=Edges
where the last terms represent the contribution of the first wake elements'
unknown doublet strengths to the inner potential. This A',matrix is broken
up into the A and C matrix for the nonlinear Kutta condition.
* Solve for the body doublet strengths using the new matrix and boundary
conditions. New doublet strengths are labeled ik.
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* Get the new convection velocities for the wake using the new body doublet
strengths, and convect the wake elements.
* Get finite difference approximation to trailing edge points' ft terms:
fk _ -k-1
V t (4.84)
At
* Solve for the unsteady contribution to pressure:
t= A -  - C) (4.85)
* From the updated positions and the most recent velocities of the wake ele-
ments, get the newest wake contribution to 2which will be included into b
at the next time step:
\k
bZ= j (Lkk)j+ 1 (, 34 3±, 404±( 1A+0 2A 2) i )
j=not-TE k=1 j=TEwake
Ai=NTOT
(4.86)
* Solve for the loads and proceed to the next time step.
4.5 Leading Edge Wake Model
So far, we have dealt with the generalized wake emanating from the trailing edge
of a maneuvering wing. In the particular case of a delta wing with separation
from the leading edge, some additional aspects need to be considered. These are:
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* The pressure condition at the leading edge to wake juncture.
* The division of the wake into individual panels.
* The joining of the leading edge wake to the trailing edge wake.
* The treatment of the first element shed from the leading edge and the im-
portance of the elements shed from the apex.
The pressure condition that we use to force zero pressure jump across the
trailing edge, is not practical for the leading edge wake. The sort of resolution
that is computationally expedient would not be able to accurately resolve the
high gradients in pressure that occur near the leading edge. These gradients are
demonstrated in figure 4.45 extracted from Hummell's investigation [64]. Note
that the experiment did not resolve the pressure to the edge, where theory (see
[65] also illustrated in the figure) tells us that the pressure jump goes to zero.
Hoeijmaker's results (obtained via a panel method, see [66]) also did not capture
the zero pressure jump occurring near the leading edge of the wing. Thus, we
give up trying to force the pressure jump to go to zero exactly. Nevertheless, we
still avoid the situation of having a vortex at the wake/leading edge juncture by
maintaining the simple Kutta condition at a minimum. Restated here, the wake
doublet strength is continuous onto the wing.
The physical wake associated with the delta wing operating at high angles of
incidence is depicted in figure 4.46. Note in particular that the entire wake is
contiguous, that is, the leading and trailing edge wakes are all part of the same
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Figure 4.45: Pressure loading across a cross-section of a delta wing.
vortex sheet. The discretization that occurs is described in figure 4.47. The
trailing edge wake remains as before, but we add a new 'wake network' for left
and right leading edges. At each point along the leading edge, is associated a
unique i-value which labels all wake element corner points that have been shed
from this point on the wing. The j-value describes how long ago the element was
shed (a discrete drift-time). Thus, point i,j was shed from the i position along the
leading edge and was shed j-1 time steps ago. The wake network will wrap itself
up to form the desired wake shape. Some lines of constant i and j are depicted in
figure 4.46.
As depicted, the leading and trailing edge wakes are not one continuous vortex
sheet. Whatever total circulation exists in the leading edge and trailing edge wakes
at the corners, will then be lumped into two discrete vortices of equal magnitude
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but opposite sign. One vortex will represent the end of the leading edge vortex
network, the other will represent the end of the trailing edge vortex network. Left
to their own devices, these two strong opposite vortices will quickly move away
together (and live happily ever after). Realistically, a fluid element that is shed
from the corner point will follow a single trajectory that will not zip off in some
direction. The important fact to remember is that the leading edge and trailing
edge wakes are physically joined, and that the two opposite strength vortices
should cancel. Any remaining circulation will be fed from one network to the
other via feeding sheets (dotted lines on figure 4.47). The situation is comparable
to the case of an infinite wing with a constant vorticity trailing wake. If we put
a small cut along the chord, the wake shape will change dramatically, as two
opposite sign vortices develop in the wake. One can then see the importance of
joining the computational wake when it is physically joined.
Unlike the case of the trailing edge wake, where the first elements may be
convected from the edge at approximately the freestream velocity, the leading
edge does not have a typical velocity associated with it. In fact, the formulation
of the wake will have a singular normal component of velocity at the leading edge.
In the past, different authors using the free vortex lattice method have placed the
leading edge elements arbitrarily. These are described in Rom (see [54]). Heuristic
explanations are sometimes provided by the authors in picking one system over
another, yet this arbitrary choice leads to arbitrary results since the strength of the
shed vortices is strongly dependent on their positioning. Thus, proper modelling
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i=const
i increasing
Figure 4.46: General description of wakes from a delta wing.
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1nspan(1)+1 " .. nspan(2)+1
i=nspan(1)
Figure 4.47: 'Unwrapped' discrete leading and trailing edge wakes.
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of the unsteady leading edge wakes requires consideration of the physics occurring
at the leading edge which is treated in the next section.
4.6 Treatment and Importance of First Shed
Element
To understand the importance of the positioning of the vortex element that is
being shed from the leading edge, it is useful to consider the case of a wing-trace
set into impulsive plunge (that is, a two-dimensional flat plate with wakes shed
from the edges as the plate moves normal to itself).
In the case where the plate is initially moving steadily downward (with velocity
U) with a fully developed wake, and the plate is suddenly plunged to another
velocity (w), the Munk-Jones analogy can be used to get the sudden loading as
described in [25]. Reiterated here, the idea is that the wake shed from the edges
will initially create an impermeable extension to the flat plate. The loading on
the plate is then analogous to that found on a plunging flat plate which is growing
in time, given by the rate of change of the apparent mass. The growth rate of
the plate is determined by the normal velocity occurring at the edges, as shown
in figure 4.48. This gives an expression for the normal force on the plate:
A N' = -przwB < v >T b (4.87)
Where fz is the perturbation plunging velocity of the plate, < v >T is the tangen-
tial velocity at the side-edges of the plate, and b is the span of the plate. Tavares
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Figure 4.48: Wing-trace set into impulsive plunge with existing wakes.
[25] compares some computed solutions to that predicted by the analogy, and the
agreement is good. These ideas have been summarized and extended in [67].
In the case of a flat plate initially at rest being suddenly plunged at some
velocity, the normal velocity occurring at the edge in the absence of the wake is
singular. Thus, the analogy would suggest a singular loading for the initial time.
However, we do not know the form of the singularity, or even whether the analogy
applies in this case. In order to understand the initial behaviour of the flat plate,
we consider a simple model for the wing-trace and its wake in the limit of small
time.
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For very short times, the vortices emanating from the leading edge will remain
a short distance from the edge. In the limit as time goes to zero, these vortices
are so close to the edge that the flowfield looks like that around a semi-infinite
flat plate.
We begin by considering the potential flow around the flat plate by mapping a
circle in the z plane to a flat plate in the ( plane (figure 4.49) using the Joukowsky
transformation:
a 2
z
(4.88)
Vortices of strength plus and minus F are placed
to simulate both leading edge wakes. Images are
boundary conditions, giving a complex potential:
W(z) = U z+ +j4 In
z 27ri z -a
Without the vortices emanating from the edges,
tance e near the edges is given by:
at zl and the
then added to
conjugate zl
maintain the
- In - ) (4.89)
z -
the jump in potential a dis-
A 4 = 2v4aUV; (4.90)
This square-root potential is characteristic of the semi-infinite flat plate. The
solution to the impulsively started semi-infinite flat plate is treated by Pullin in
[68]. The absence of a length scale in this problem leads to a self-similar solution.
The entire vortex sheet may be replaced by a single vortex satisfying Kutta and
with zero force on itself and the branch cut. This one vortex solution gives a
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Figure 4.49: Wing-trace mapping from circle plane.
self-similar solution with vortex located at:
zo(t) = Kt1 (4.91)
where Pullin's computed solution is matched to our square root singularity to give
the value of the constant as:
K = .31497i(/4U)! (4.92)
The vortex strength is also given as:
F
r = Lt (4.93)
with:
L = -2.4935(v/-U)3 (4.94)
Considering again the finite flat-plate, the vortices here are positioned at:
Ci(t) = 2ia + Kti (4.95)
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We transform this back to the circle plane through the reverse transformation
(outside the circle for positive real part of z):
S= .5(1 + 12 + 4a 2) (4.96)
To get the unsteady loading on the plate, consider the impulse of the system given
by:
T = pri z - 1- a + (4.97)
The loading is then given by the negative of the rate of change of the impulse,
that is:
F d- Za-2 a +2 dz +r _1 a2) d .S - z - + - + 1 - + 2  (4.98)
pi dt z ) dt 1 dt
Substituting the temporal derivatives and taking the limit as time goes to zero,
gives the initial time response:
4 _
F = -Lp 2aKt- (4.99)3
This loading is clearly singular as time goes to zero. Note that this calculation
does not include the effect of the apparent mass term which is also singular for
an impulsive plunge. Strictly speaking, the above is the initial loading for the
impulsively plunged flat plate after t = 0+.
We use the above result to illustrate that some computations will yield arbi-
trary results. Consider first a numerical solution where the vortex being shed is
placed an arbitrary distance from the edge. The solution proceeds as follows:
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* A new shed vortex is positioned at zl = 2ia + 6 where S is an arbitrary small
number.
* The strength of the new vortex is determined by enforcing a Kutta condition
at the edges of the plate. This amounts to assuring a stagnation point in
the circle plane at the zenith and nadir of the circle (z = +ia):
0 U' 1 1 O=U (- -- -2ai z - z z a z zz - 2
(4.100)
Note that there are J total vortices in the flowfield.
* The vortices are convected in the physical plane (using a simple Euler
scheme) by computing the Kirchoff velocities at each vortex(j):
(U - iv)c = lim (U - iv)d - ( i (4.101)
* The impulse is computed in the circle plane:
T = . r jip z - a + - (4.102)
and the derivative is obtained numerically to get the loads.
* The process is repeated by adding a new vortex.
Solutions using the above method are compared to the analytic solution for
small times, using three different arbitrary values of 6 =(.0025,0), (.00175,.00175),
and (0.00025,.0025). The time step is chosen as At = .01, the chord is 1, and the
impulsive velocity is 0.25. The velocity is chosen so as to keep the spanwise vortex
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Figure 4.50: Normal loading for code with 8=.0025 vs theory(dotted lines)
extent relatively small. This allows the initial solution to remain self-similar for
longer times since the flow 'looks' like a semi-infinite plate for longer times. The
solutions are illustrated in figures 4.50 to 4.52. Clearly, the arbitrary placement
of the first elements leads to significant differences in the initial loading.
The arbitrary placement of the first vortex elements leads to initial solutions
which are dependent on the position chosen for the two-dimensional example
considered above. This may help to explain why published papers comparing
the indicial plunging response of a unity aspect ratio delta wing, show radically
different results. One paper by Mook [52], uses a vortex lattice code with elements
shed from the leading edge placed in the same plane as the wing. A test case where
the angle of attack is suddenly started at about 16 degrees shows a normal force
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Figure 4.51: Normal loading for code with 5=.00175+.00175i vs theory(dotted
lines)
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Figure 4.52: Normal loading for code with S=.00025+.0025i vs theory(dotted
lines)
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approaching the steady loading from below in about two to three chord lengths
(see figure 4.53). In contrast to this test case, Levin and Katz perform a similar
test case (plunge to 15 degrees in one time step), and the loading reaches the
steady state from above in much less than one chord length travelled (reference
[69], see figure 4.54).
The above suggests that something needs to be done to eliminate the arbitrary
positioning of the shed elements. Returning to our two-dimensional example, such
a method will be described. We begin by initially positioning the vortex at such
a location that the vortex will be force-free (see [70]). In the small time limit, the
positioning corresponds to: z = 2ai + K(A t)' . As before, the Kutta condition is
imposed to yield the new vortex strength. The vortices are then convected in the
physical plane. To get the positioning of the newest vortex being shed, we trace
a particle being shed from the edge in one time step. Since the velocity gradients
are very large near the edges, we break up the convection of this shed element
into many sub-steps. To minimize the computation, we combine each edge vortex
sheet into one vortex at the centroid and get a new strength to assure the Kutta
condition (this is important to get the smooth flow off the edge). The combination
into one vortex will not greatly affect the streamlines of the flowfield coming off
the edge of the plate (and thus location of the shed vortex) as shown in figure 4.55.
Starting at the edge (using the desingularized edge velocity in the physical plane),
we integrate for the position of the newly shed vortex element. The strength of
this element may then be obtained from the Kutta condition including the effect
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Figure 4.53: Normal loading (from Mook ) on AR=1 delta impulsively plunged
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Figure 4.54: Normal loading (from Katz) on AR=1 delta impulsively plunged to
15 degrees.
of all other vortices. As before, the loads are obtained from the derivative of the
Kelvin impulse. This process is then repeated at the next time step. Results
for this approach are shown in figure 4.56. Clearly this approach yields results
consistent with the initial behaviour, and free from the arbitrary positioning.
4.6.1 Three-dimensional Leading Edges
The wing and wake model, as described, do not include a square-root singularity
in the velocity as one approaches a sharp edge. Naturally, this leads to a solution
near the leading edge with some flow through the panels. In the case where the
flowfield separates from the sharp edges, as in the delta wing leading edges, a
wake is shed at the leading edge, and the doublet strength is continuous onto the
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Streamlines with one vortex
Figure 4.55: Streamlines for one vortex at edge versus vortex sheet(dotted).
wake. The solution to the slender wing theory imposes a Kutta-type condition
at the leading-edge (see [25]) which exactly cancels the square root singularity,
and guarantees smooth flow at the edge. The panel code without the singularity
to cancel in the first place, does not have the luxury of being able to impose the
same Kutta condition. Instead, the shed vortices are properly positioned, and
the doublet strength of the wake is continuous onto the leading edge (the 'simple
Kutta' condition described previously).
It is important to verify that this kind of Kutta condition gets a value of
circulation consistent with that found from the exact cancellation of the square
root singularity. We return then to the two-dimensional flat plate in a crossflow
obtained by mapping a circle to a flat plate (see 4.49). Placing vortices and images
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Figure 4.57: Wing trace panelling and edge condition.
to obtain smooth flow at the edges, gives a vortex strength:
27riU (1- )a2( = (4.103)
log ( r -log
1- FT z1
where the vortices are located at zi and Z1 in the circle plane, and the Kutta
condition is imposed at z = ia. In comparison, we consider a two-dimensional
constant doublet strength panel code which divides the plate into N elements
and finds the strengths by imposing a no flow through condition at the center of
each element. The vortices are located at the mapped points (1, (1) and have
strengths equal to the doublet strength at the last bound element on the plate (see
figure 4.57). The jump in doublet strength across the plate is computed with 79
elements and compared in figure 4.58 to the Joukowsky transformation solution.
Note that the discrete element solution gives F = 3.3 whereas the Joukowsky gives
r = 3.39, also the panel solution continuously gets closer to the Joukowsy value as
the number of panels are increased. The vortices were positioned at (C1 = .1 +.4i)
for this example (with span=1), but the positioning of the vortices did not affect
the good agreement in circulation.
Going back to the three-dimensional case, once we have obtained the doublet
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strength on the body and the corresponding wake strength, we must compute the
positioning of the next element to be shed with some degree of accuracy. We
note that the panel code solution will have a discontinuity in the doublet strength
derivative at the wing/wake juncture (or at least a jump in panel geometry).
This leads to a logarithmic singularity in the velocity component normal to the
leading edge. The tangential component is well behaved. The leading edge is
analyzed locally, by looking at a small region near the leading edge. We may
consider the flowfield in this way, because the gradients normal to the leading
edge are much larger than those tangential to the leading edge. The two normal
coordinates are rescaled near the leading edge, where the flowfield will look like a
two-dimensional semi-infinite plate (see figure 4.59). The two-dimensional wake
picture can be obtained by cutting the wake panels with a plane normal to the
leading edge and getting both the strengths and locations of the vortices going
through this plane.
We now have the current wake position and strengths emanating from our
semi-infinite plate. Using the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation as in [68], the
semi-infinite plate may be solved analytically. The transformation simply opens
up the plate into a solid wall as shown in figure 4.60. Vortices representing the
wake in the physical plane become simple mirror images in the transformed (()
plane. The transformation is:
S= V (4.104)
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The complex potential including the entire N wake vortices is then:
N j 'vf- V___
W(z) = -ikVz/ + s- log (4.105)
J=1 2iri + *
Since we do not know the strength of the square-root singularity at the edge,
but we know all the values of circulation in the wake, we obtain the strength of
the square-root singularity (k) from the Kutta condition.
k = E + (4.106)
We now have a complete description of the flowfield in the semi-infinite plane.
The time step is broken into sub-time steps (say .01A t), and the position of
the first element is obtained by numerically integrating a streakline from the edge.
At the edge, we must take the proper limiting velocity, but otherwise:
OW
( - iv) = (4.107)
For the finite delta wing a tangential displacement is computed from the non-
singular tangential component of velocity. We get the position of the element
shed from the leading edge by summing the displacement found from the semi-
infinite plate to the tangential displacement. The entire process is repeated at
several stations along the leading edge to get estimates of the positions of the
shed elements along the leading edge.
The above process will find the positioning of the leading edge wake elements
in the case where vortices have already been shed from the leading edge (ie.
there already exists a wake). However, for the first time step after an impulsive
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plunge, the initial element positions must be specified. As an approximation to
the position, we assume slender wing theory to get the approximate values of the
square root singularities that would exist near the edge in the absence of a wake.
We then position the first elements such that they have zero net force on them
(vortex plus branch cut), as found in [71].
The entire leading edge wake process may be summarized as follows:
* Initially position wake elements to be force-free in the slender wing limit.
* Include first shed elements into the solution matrix for the doublet strengths,
making the doublet strength continuous onto the wake.
* Obtain the source strengths on the wing from the normal velocity, and then
solve for the doublet strengths.
* Convect wake elements at local velocities.
* Compute tangential velocity at several stations along the leading edge.
* At the same stations, using the flow around a semi-infinite plate, convect the
elements in a direction normal to leading edge. Add tangential displacement
to get the position of new shed elements.
* Repeat the process with new positioning of wake elements.
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Figure 4.58: Comparison of Joukowsky solution to panel solution, flat plate.
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Figure 4.59: Near leading edge, looks like semi-infinite plate.
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Chapter 5
Results for Unseparated Flow
Test cases for low angles of attack, without leading edge separation are presented.
Comparisons are made to theory and other computational results. Initially, the
tests are conducted with a flat trailing edge wake specified by the user. The wake
is subsequently allowed to roll up and comparisons are made between the flat wake
and rolled up wake cases. Finally, unsteady cases are run to verify the unsteady
development of the wake, and the treatment of the unsteady terms in the pressure.
5.1 Steady Results, Flat Wakes
5.1.1 Sphere
We begin with a comparison to a sphere in a freestream. The solution to this
problem is simply a point doublet at the center of the sphere oriented towards the
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Figure 5.1: Velocity-squared at points around a sphere (panel vs theory).
free-stream. The velocity is given by:
-V ) ( + j + \ k (5.1)4 rr+ 47rr5  47r5 / 4 r
Where the strength of the doublet is given by I = 2ra3U,, and a it the sphere's
radius.
The comparison is made in figure 5.1. Note that the panel solution underes-
timates the velocity peak by about 5 percent. Considering that we are using flat
quadrilateral panels to represent the sphere, this is not surprising. These panels
will not join up properly, and will therefore leak.
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5.1.2 Two-dimensional Joukowsy Airfoil
We compare the flowfield around a two dimensional Joukowsky airfoil to that
predicted by the panel code. Since our panel code is a three dimensional code,
we get the two-dimensional Joukowsky airfoil by looking at the flow at the center
of a very large aspect ratio wing. We also require a wake that goes downstream
to negative infinity, which carries the doublet jump from the wing to the starting
vortex. The panelling is demonstrated in figure 5.2.
The solution to the Joukowsky airfoil comes from transforming the a circle of
radius a in the z plane to an airfoil (C plane) with the map:
al a2S=z+ +- 2  (5.2)SZ
Picking al and a 2 to be purely real gives a symmetric airfoil considered here. The
complex potential is then given in the circle plane as:
W(z) = U.O ze-' + -eia + r log z (5.3)
The test case used 5 spanwise panel rows and had 15 panels on each upper and
lower surface row. The aspect ratio was set to 100 to remove three-dimensional
effects. The chord was set to one, and a thickness parameter (r) set to .12 (not
to be confused with thickness to chord ratio). Our coefficients are picked as
a = .265957, al = .06225, and a2 = .0011287 to give a unit chord. The airfoil
profile is shown in figure 5.3. For an angle of attack of 5 degrees, the velocity
squared is compared for the Joukowsky solution and the panel code at the center
of the wing (see figure 5.4). The solutions are almost identical, yet the loading is
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off about 2% near the leading edge. The high velocity gradients occurring near the
leading edge introduce errors given our leading edge panelling. The lift coefficient
from the panel code is given as .546 versus the theoretical .548. The center of lift
occurs at 24.6% of chord instead of 25%.
5.1.3 RAE Swept Wing
The solution around a finite aspect ratio, swept wing with a NACA 0015 cross
section is computed. The wing geometry is described in figure 5.5 which is identical
to that found in Roberts[72]. The center section sweep A is 30 degrees. We use 8
spanwise panels and 24 chordwise panels (12 on upper and 12 on lower surface).
The tip of the wing is left open and unpanelled as it was by Roberts. The solution
at zero angle of incidence gives excellent agreement at mid semi-span as shown in
figure 5.6. However, closer to the root, our solution gives a lower estimate of the
pressure coefficient than Roberts' panel code. In [72], comparisons of Roberts'
results are not compared to other solutions near the root for the zero angle of
attack case. In this thesis, our curve fit of the doublet strength (equivalent to
potential) near the root section prevents the existence of a kink in the potential
at the root. Instead, the panel code insists that the potential gradient at the
centre 'kink' be in the x-direction (in this case, the freestream) as opposed to
discontinuous.
To verify whether our treatment of the center section will introduce severe er-
rors, we compare the pressure along the center of an untapered wing with 45 degree
187
CFigure 5.2: Panelling required for a simulated 2-d test run.
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Figure 5.3: Profile of Joukowsky airfoil chosen.
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sweep and RAE 101 cross section. The panelling is the same as for the previous
case, and a finite span of 4 is chosen. The kink effect predicted by Kuchemann
[73] is compared to our solution, as are experimental values shown in [73]. Some
differences will arise due to the finite aspect ratio of our computation, and the
boundary layer displacement effect of the experiment, but figure 5.8 demonstrates
the agreement. The perturbation velocity increment is about 3 percent off near
mid-chord compared to theory. The displacement effect would suggest that the
experimental data should lie above our panel code solution near the trailing edge.
Summarizing, it would seem that we are overpredicting the kink effect slightly,
that is, our pressure is too low near the maximum thickness and too high near
the trailing edge. Excellent discussions of the effect of the centre are presented in
Thwaites [74] and Kuchemann [75].
Another case with the tapered and swept planform and a NACA 0005 wing
section was run at 5 degrees angle of attack. Again the panelling was 8 spanwise
panels and 24 (12 upper and lower) chordwise panels. Comparisons are made to
Roberts results and shown in figures 5.9 to 5.12. The pressure loading agrees well
at mid semi-span (y=1.098, figure 5.9). Near the root (y=.158, figure 5.10), the
loading deviates from Robert's results as we approach the leading edge. Near
the tip (y=1.848, figure 5.11), the chordwise loading is seriously underpredicted.
However, the spanwise circulation distribution (figure 5.12) agrees with Robert's
results.
Note that the areas where this panel code disagrees from Robert's results are
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Figure 5.5: Panelling for RAE wing comparison.
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Figure 5.6: Cp for RAE wing at y=1.098 vs. Robert's results (zero aoa).
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Figure 5.7: Cp for RAE wing at y=.158 vs. Robert's results (zero aoa).
those of high gradients such as near the tips or near the leading edge. These are
also the areas where our coarse panelling would introduce the greatest errors. In
order to check this, a higher resolution case was run with 20 spanwise panels and
40 chordwise (20 upper and lower), panels. The improvement in the tip region
is dramatic as shown in figure 5.13. We compare here to Rubbert's data, which
agrees almost exactly with Robert's case (both in [72]). The other curves improve
near the leading edge.
5.1.4 Wing and Tail Combination
A wing and tail combination was run identical to that described in Hancock and
Lam [76]. A wing section for a NACA 0012 was chosen. The wing had 5 spanwise
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Figure 5.8: Cp at kink of 45 degree swept, untapered, RAE 101 wing vs. theory
and experiment.
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Figure 5.9: Cp at a = 50, y=1.098 vs. Robert's results
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Figure 5.10: Cp at a = 50, y=.158 vs. Robert's results
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Figure 5.12: Trailing edge circulation vs span compared to Roberts.
Figure 5.12: Trailing edge circulation vs span compared to Roberts.
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Figure 5.13: Cp, a = 50 at y=1.848 vs. Rubbert's (high res.)
panels, and 30 chordwise panels (15 upper and lower). The tail had 3 spanwise
and 20 chordwise panels. The tail was offset from the wing plane to prevent the
wing wake from going through the tail, in this case, the tail is placed below the
wing 0.1 wing chords. The geometry is shown in figure 5.14. A test case was
run at 0.1 radians angle of attack. The lift coefficient normalized by the wing
planform area is equal to 0.44 versus one computed in [76] which comes out to be
.46. The moment coefficient about the half wing chord (to compare properly with
Hancock and Lam), is -.039 versus -0.034 for [76].
Note that Hancock and Lam had a rolling up wake, and used a vortex lattice
code to compute for the loads on the wing surfaces. In this example, the wake
lies flat behind both the wing and tail.
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Figure 5.14: Geometry for wing and tail case.
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5.2 Steady Results, Rolled-up Wake
Instead of forcing the wake to lie flat behind the wing, as in the previous test
cases, the wake is now allowed to convect at the local velocity and as such roll up
behind the wing.
5.2.1 Rectangular Wing
A rectangular wing of aspect ratio two at 10 degrees angle of attack is computed.
The cross section is a NACA 0010 with 30 chordwise panels and 5 spanwise panels
on the surface. The wake has 50 spanwise and 10 streamwise panels. A 'time' step
was taken to be 0.5 chord lengths travelled. The last wake element is convected
far downstream (150 chord lengths) at the freestream velocity from the second to
last wake element positions.
A small aspect ratio wing at its maximum allowable lift coefficient angle of
attack was chosen to get the fastest possible rollup rate (see Spreiter and Sacks).
Comparing the case with the rollup to that without, we get a lift coefficient of .41
with a flat wake, and .42 with the rolled up wake. This increase does not seem
significant, despite the fast rollup rate. The nose up pitching moment coefficient
about the quarter chord does decrease from .028 to .023 when the wake is allowed
to rollup. This is due to a slight aft motion (about 1 percent of chord) of the
center of pressure due to an almost imperceptible decrease in pressure on the
upper surface near the trailing edge. The large relative change in pitching moment
coefficient stems from the fact that we are looking at values which should be close
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ROLLUP PICTURE
Figure 5.15: Rollup picture with 6 = .075 behind AR=2 wing at 100.
to zero. This rollup is presented in figure 5.15 for a core sizing of 8 = .075 . We
also present the circulation distribution, for both flat wake and rolled up wake in
figure 5.16. The difference is not substantial.
To illustrate the effects of decreasing the core sizing, the same case was run
with a core sizing one third as large(S = .025 now). Both the normal loading and
the pitching coefficient do not change from the previous rolled up case, however,
the rollup picture is significantly altered as illustrated in figure 5.17. The smaller
core size does not manage to delay the wake instabilities enough to yield a smooth
wake picture.
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Figure 5.16: Circulation distribution with and without rolled wake.
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Figure 5.17: Rollup picture with 6 = .025 behind AR=2 wing at 100.
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Figure 5.18: Wing and tail rollup wake from above.
5.2.2 Rectangular Wing and Tail
Using the same panelling as before, we repeat the test case with the wing and
tail plunging at 0.1U,, however, we now allow the wake to rollup behind the
wing and over the tail. The rollup picture is given in figure 5.18. The wing is of
AR=6 and at relatively low CL, thus the rollup is slow. As such, the loading on
the wing and tail system is not greatly altered from the flat wake case. The lift
coefficient is unchanged at 0.44 and the moment coefficient is decreased slightly
to -.035 from -0.039. This brings CM closer to Hancock's result of -0.034. The
pressure distribution is shown in figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Wing and tail pressure distribution.
5.3 Unsteady Results
Results are presented for impulsive plunges of an aspect ratio 6 wing as well as
a wing/tail combination. These are compared to theoretical results and other
unsteady codes.
5.3.1 Rectangular Wing in Impulsive Plunge
An aspect ratio six rectangular wing with NACA 0012 cross section is impulsively
plunged. The wing has chord one, span 6 and is panelled with 30 chordwise
panels and 5 spanwise panels. An unsteady wake is shed every 0.5 chord lengths
travelled. The trailing wake has 50 spanwise elements.
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The wing is initially plunged downward at .1U,, for an angle of attack of 5.710.
The lift loading is presented in figure 5.20 and compared to results extracted from
W.P.Jones paper [77] where the loading is given by:
CL = aor [1.37 - .2375 (e-2- + e'"35')] (5.4)
The above expression is also for a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6. Since our
panel method was giving a steady lift coefficient for our wing of .408 versus Jones'
0.426, we normalized the curve to give the same final lift value. Our results agree
reasonably well with theory, with a maximum error of about 5 percent and a rms
error of 2.8%. Comparing similar methods, we see that Katz (see [78]) used a
vortex lattice code to get results which agree with a maximum error of 10 percent
in figure 5.21.
One note should be made about the loading spike at t=.5 in our panel code
solution. Since the code is plunged from 0 velocity, to 0.1U. in one time step
(At = .5), the wing feels a finite acceleration. As such, we expect an apparent
mass effect to be felt on the wing, which is the loading spike given at t = 0.5. If
our wing was an infinite aspect ratio wing, we would expect each section of the
span to contribute the apparent mass of the flat plate. For a wing plunged at
some velocity w in time At, this gives:
7rcw
ACN = tU (5.5)
This additional term is then added to the more familiar indicial response function.
This term is calculated at 0.31 but the code gives .24 for this test case. For
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the finite aspect ratio wing, we would expect a lower apparent mass term than
predicted by theory.
Figure 5.22 gives a perspective plot of the wake after seven chord lengths
travelled. The core sizing was 8 = .075 , primarily to stabilize the streamwise
vortices. The crossflow vortices are spaced much further apart, and do not interact
much. Note the starting vortex is raised somewhat from the others (since it
'induces' a downwash on the others). Also, the presence of spanwise vortices
tends to destabilize the picture compared to the steady case.
To compare the sensitivity to time step size, we repeated our test case with
a time step one half of what it had been (new At = .25). The normal loading
is presented in figure 5.23. The lift again follows the theory within a few percent
(3.1% versus 3.7% for the previous case within the same time interval).
Linearity and Superposition
The results from impulsive plunges are frequently used to integrate the loads on a
wing due to an arbitrary plunging motion of the wing. This can be accomplished
when the time response of the wing is a linear function of the angle of attack.
This linearity is due to the formulation of the problem (see Bisplinghoff, Ashley
and Halfman chapter 5, [79]), which assumes the wake to be flat and convect
downstream at the freestream velocity. The classical Wagner problem also assumes
a small angle of attack such that the plunging velocity and the angle of attack
are linearly related. In the case of our panel method, we relax both assumptions.
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Figure 5.20: Lift loading on plunged AR=6 rectangular wing, theory versus code.
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Figure 5.21: Loading results from Katz versus theory.
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Figure 5.22: Perspective plot of wake at 7 chord lengths travelled.
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Figure 5.23: Lift loading on plunged AR=6 rectangular wing, smaller steps.
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Figure 5.24: Effect of doubling plunging velocity on indicial response.
Naturally, we wish to know to what degree does linearity hold. We then ran a
test case with our AR=6 wing, with double the plunging velocity from before.
If linearity would hold, the indicial response function would be double what it
had been. Results are plotted in figure 5.24. We see that the normalized lift
responses (cL()) are in very good agreement for both plunging velocities (0.1 and
0.2 of U,). The average error between the curves is less than one percent (rms
=0.94%). The normalized pitching moment coefficient taken about the leading
edge has a relative rms error of 1.3%. This evidence suggests that the linearity
assumption holds well even when the wake is allowed to deform at angles of attack
below stall.
As a further test of the linearity, we ramped the plunging velocity from 0 to
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0.1U. in 3 chord lengths travelled. Linearity would predict a loading which is:
CL(t) = (r - t)&(t)d (5.6)
Where q(t) is the indicial response function for a unit change in angle of attack.
However, this indicial response function does not include the effects of apparent
mass. During the time that the plate is accelerating (from o to 3 chords travelled),
we must add a term to the response which is proportional to the acceleration giving
a total loading:
CL(t) = app + f0(r7 - t)a(t)& (5.7)
The loading is shown in figure 5.25 which again agrees with the superposition. The
theory did not include the apparent mass term. The theory thus underpredicts
the loading by a constant for the accelerated portion of the loading. The apparent
mass contribution to the loading is .032, giving an apparent mass of 2.91p versus
that predicted by a infinite aspect ratio wing 4 .71p. We expect the apparent mass
of the finite wing to be lower, owing to the flow around the wingtips.
It would again appear that superposition is a valid approach for the angle of
attack range considered here.
5.3.2 Wing and Tail in Impulsive Plunge
The previous wing and tail case are now set into an impulsive plunge, with time
step At = .5. The wing wake has 40 spanwise vortices and the tail has 20. The
panelling is the same as before and the system is plunged at 0.1U,.
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Figure 5.25: Loading on AR=6 wing with ramped plunge.
The wake system is shown after 7 chord lengths travelled in figure 5.26. Note
the wing and tail starting vortices are vertically displaced from the bulk of the
wake. Again, the CL is low and the aspect ratio is high, so the wing vortex does
not rollup much before attaining the tail. The interplay between the wing and
tail wake is fascinating. Tail vortices shed prior to having the wing wake reach
the tail wake, tend to rollup as the usual crossflow plane rollup. Vortices shed
afterwards (after the wing wake reaches the tail wake) are prevented from rolling
up as much through the action of the wing wake. Additionally, one can see the
effects of the tail wake pulling down the center of the wing wake, and pushing up
the wake outboards of the tail wake.
The total lift loading is shown in figure 5.27 and compared to the AR=6 wing
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in impulsive plunge alone. Note the additional lift is due to the tail lift, and the
tail on wing effects. If one subtracts the two curves, one is left with a tail induced
lift coefficient increment shown in figure 5.28. To see how realistic this loading is,
the loading is compared to that found by a theory similar to that developed by
R.T. Jones and L.F.Fehlner [80]. The wing response is assumed to be unaffected
by the tail, or modifications made to the wing wake due to the tail and tail wake.
The lift loading on the tail is developed as a linear superposition of Wagner and
Kiissner problems. Note that the tail will be moving through a downwash field
that is changing both in space and in time. We denote these changes as - and
at respectively. The indicial loading on the tail will then be:
ACL,(t) = w(0)(t) + f )(t- 7) ()dr + i(t - )Udr (5.8)
Where, 0(t) is the lift response to an unit change in tail plunging velocity(Wagner
function for the tail), 0(t) is the lift response for a penetration into a unit gust
(Kiissner function for the tail), and w(O) is the initial plunge velocity of the wing-
tail system.
The upwash derivatives are obtained using simple approximations. The wing
circulation is assumed to lie at the quarter chord (and be constant across the span)
and be given by the time response of the circulation for an aspect ratio 6 wing in
plunge. The strength of the wake elements are then given by the time derivative
of the wing circulation, and assumed to convect downstream at the freestream.
The streamwise vorticity is then lumped into vortices at the half span on both
sides.
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ROLLUP PICTURE
Figure 5.26: Wing tail wake system after impulsive plunge 7 chords travelled.
This simple model gives a loading response (which is multiplied by " to
Swing
use the wing reference area) shown in figure 5.28. The simple nature of the model
makes an exact fit unlikely, but the qualitative agreement is good. Note that
initially, the tail will feel the entire plunging velocity and no downwash. As time
develops, the tail responds as per Wagner, steadily increasing. Initially, the wing-
shed wake moves closer to the tail producing an increasing upwash giving ever
increasing lift, until the shed wake moves past the tail. Then, the shed vorticity
begins producing a downwash on the wing bringing the lift back down.
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Figure 5.27: Wing tail total loading versus wing alone in impulsive plunge.
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Figure 5.28: Tail only loading versus simple theory.
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5.4 Summary
After some verification, we are confident that the panel method is working properly
(within a few percent rms in pressure) in both steady and unsteady scenarios.
Furthermore, the rollup of the trailing-edge wake for aspect ratios as low as
two does not significantly affect the loading distribution. Note however, that for
a rectangular wing of such low aspect ratio, side edge rollup would significantly
modify the solution.
For plunging motions of a wing at low angles of attack (before any separation
would occur), linearity and superposition appear to hold for time scales beyond
one chord length travelled. This is true despite the nonlinear behaviour of the
shed wake.
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Chapter 6
Separated Flow about a Delta
Wing
The unsteady flowfield over a delta wing with leading edge separation is discussed
in this section. All cases are for an aspect ratio one wing with chord equal to 2.
We look at numerical issues such as:
* the sensitivity of the initial loading to the positioning of the vortex elements
being shed,
* the sensitivity of the solution to the core sizing,
* and effects of increasing resolution overall.
The initial and steady state solutions achieved are compared to experiment,
theory and other computational results.
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6.1 Illustration of sensitivity to shed element
positioning
As mentioned in chapter 4, several authors who have computed the unsteady flow
over plunging delta wings using vortex lattice methods [52], [69], have obtained
adequate steady state results, but have resulted in seriously different unsteady
loads (see figures 4.53 and 4.54 in a previous chapter). We illustrate here the
importance on a delta wing of properly positioning the elements that are shed.
To begin with, the element shedding from the leading edge is positioned arbi-
trarily. That is, the vector displacement from the leading edge as shown in figure
6.1 is user-determined. For all time steps following, all elements being shed are
positioned at the same location. We ran a test case, for an aspect ratio one delta
wing, impulsively plunging to 20 degrees angle of attack. The wing was panelled
as shown in figure 6.7 with 16 chordwise panels and 12 spanwise panels. Test
cases were run with the arbitrary positioning as follows:
Case Az Ay Az
1 U00At
2 UoAt Uat W t g a3
3 U0At UAt WAht
3 2
4 U0,0At U At 0.
5 UoAt U t 03
The first case run is positioned such that the shed element is force free along a
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(dx,dy,dz)
Figure 6.1: Coordinate frame and positioning of shed wake elements.
cut normal to the edge (the positioning is a function of the chord). This positioning
is in fact only force free at the first time step, since the vortex displacement from
the edge is assumed to be a constant.
The loading at the first few time steps is given in figure 6.2. Note that the
initial loading is not very sensitive to the spanwise positioning (the Ay term),
but can give much higher initial loads as the vertical displacement is increased.
Thus, Mook's test case, which had shed elements positioned in the same plane
as the wing, is closer to case 4 or 5 with the loading jumping initially (after the
apparent mass load) to a little over half the eventual steady loading (0.727 in this
case). Whereas, vertically displacing the shed element (as per Levin and Katz),
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will yield a much higher initial loading.
As found in chapter 4, the problem to the initial loading lies in considering
the physics. The initial vortex (right after the impulsive plunge) is placed at
the force-free position in a plane normal to the edge. At subsequent times, the
vortex trajectory is integrated from the edge by breaking the velocity into two
components, one normal and one tangential. The tangential component is non-
singular and may be obtained from the panel code. The normal component is
singular, we therefore:
* cut the wake normal to the edge,
* lump the vortex sheet traced in this plane into a single vortex,
* focus close in to the edge and replace the wing trace with a semi-infinite flat
plate,
* find the square root singularity required for a Kutta condition to be satisfied
at the edge of the semi-infinite flat plate,
* integrate the trajectory emanating from the edge.
The method is described in chapter 4. The implementation of this approach yields
a curve which is no longer an arbitrary function of user-prescribed quantities. The
behaviour of the initial loading also changes qualitatively, the normal loading is
falling instead of rising with time.
The qualitative behaviour of the loading is at least in line with results from
slender wing theory, using a Brown and Michael model for the wake [81]. Figure
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6.3 illustrates the unsteady loading. In this figure, k is the aspect ratio divided
by 4 and Iz = -. Thus our t = 0.7 corresponds to I = .35, and 2 = 1.4 in our
case. In all solutions, the loading is falling over this time range.
As a further comparison, consider the 0 contribution to the pressure loading.
A slender wing/Brown and Michael model will give a distribution as shown in
figure 6.4 after 10% chord travelled. As a consequence of slender wing theory, the
steady-state is reached over the front 10% of the chord. Compare this to figure 6.5
from the full three-dimensional panel calculation with care taken for the leading
edge elements. The terms are of the same magnitudes, but the steady state does
not get reached over any portion of the wing in the 3-d case, and the trailing edge
unloading effect is noticeable as well. On the other hand, case number 5 yields
values way below those predicted as shown in figure 6.6.
6.2 Effects of Core Sizing
An aspect ratio one* delta wing was panelled with 16 chordwise and 12 spanwise
panels. The wing had a parabolic chordwise thickness profile with maximum
thickness of 1 percent chord and sharp leading edges. The planform and panelling
is shown in figure 6.7. A wake was placed along the trailing edge and both leading
edges, with 30 spanwise elements along the trailing edge and 20 elements along
each leading edge.
The wing was impulsively plunged at an angle of attack of 20 degrees with
Uoo = 1 and the core size was varied from .025 to 0.1 (Note that the spacing of
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Figure 6.2: Initial time solution for a variety of shed element locations.
vortices along the leading edge was .106.) The time step was 0.1, and a two-step
Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme was used.
For the smaller core sizes (below 8 = .05), the wake quickly became chaotic
and eventually penetrated the wing preventing the calculation from proceeding.
As the core sizing increased, the instability diminished, as it was predicted by
linear theory, and the calculation was able to proceed to longer times. Figures
6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the diminished instabilities as the core size is increased from
6 = .05 to 6 = .1 (after one chord length travelled). These figures show the line
vortices used to model the wake, and as such illustrate streaklines emanating from
the side edges after one chord length travelled. One notices the extent to which
the rollup is reduced as the numerical core is increased by looking at the distance
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Figure 6.3: Dore's unsteady loading using slender wing, and Brown and Michael.
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Figure 6.4: Unsteady portion of pressure distribution(Brown and Michael).
travelled downstream in the time taken for a shed particle to make half a turn in
the leading edge vortex system. When viewed in this way, doubling the core size
(from 0.5 to 1 of Ax), slows down the rollup by a factor of two in this particular
case.
Despite the slower rollup process for the larger core size, and the instabilities
for the smaller core sizes, the centroid locations of the vortices do not show as
dramatic a variation. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the spanwise and vertical po-
sitions of the centroids over the chord (x = 0 to -2) as the core sizing is varied.
The vertical position is more sensitive to core size near the apex (x = 0), and
the S = .075 case lies much closer to the S = .1 solution than the S = .05 case.
Perhaps the instabilities in the smallest core size cause the centroid to drift (due
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Figure 6.5: Computed unsteady portion of pressure distribution (corrected initial
shedding) .
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Figure 6.6: Computed unsteady portion of pressure distribution (case 5).
to an amplification of truncation errors). Whereas, a large numerical core would
maintain the centroid since this is an impulse preserving desingularization. The
horizontal positions show a 12 percent rms variation versus a 17 percent rms vari-
ation in the vertical position, despite the significantly larger variation in rollup
rate.
The steady component of the loading (see figure 6.12) and the total loading
(figure 6.13), also show a strong variation with core size as time proceeds. Just as
the centroid location showed greater disparity between 8 = .05 and .075 than from
8 = .075 to 0.1, the loading behaves in a similar fashion. While the smaller core
size will capture the faster rollup rates, truncation errors will be more amplified
than with a larger core size. An additional effect is that the separation of the
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Figure 6.7: Panelling of delta wing and planform.
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Figure 6.8: Top view of wake after one chord travelled (6 = .05)
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Figure 6.9: Top view of wake after one chord travelled (6 = .1)
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chord travelled.
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Figure 6.12: Steady normal force versus time for varying core size.
shed vortices (Uo,,aLA t) becomes of the order of the radius of curvature as the
vortices are allowed to rollup faster (notice near the apex in figure 6.8). The lack
of adequate resolution of the tight spiral structure introduces further truncation
type errors which are amplified owing to the small core size. To verify whether
the truncation errors are at the source of our increasing disparities, the resolution
was increased overall and the solutions compared.
6.2.1 Increasing Resolution and core sizing
The resolution was boosted by roughly 20% overall. We ran a test case with 20
chordwise panels and 14 spanwise panels, the trailing wake size was not increased
(it's effect was probably not significant), and 24 wake elements were placed along
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Figure 6.13: Total normal force versus time for varying core size.
each leading edge. Two test cases were run with core sizes of 0.0416 and 0.0833
which held the ratio of core size to vortex spacing at 50% and 100% respectively.
One would expect that as the resolution is increased, the truncation error is
also decreased and as such, the variable amplification rates (caused by differing
core sizing), would not have as great an effect as for the lower resolution case.
Restated, the lift curves for the higher resolution case should get closer together.
This is exactly what figures 6.15 and 6.14 demonstrate. Additionally, both total
and steady lift curves collapse within the range established by the lower resolution
test cases.
While the rollup rate is affected by the relative core sizing, it is also directly
affected by the resolution. As the resolution decreases, the rollup rate will also
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decrease. Consider for instance a two-dimensional circular vortex sheet. The
sheet should rotate at half the velocity that would exist with a point vortex at the
center of strength equal to the total circulation in the sheet (see, for instance [68]).
If we discretize the sheet with point vortices, the rotation velocity is diminished
significantly, one requires 10 elements around the loop to get 90% of the rotational
velocity and 20 elements to get within 5%. This explains why the higher resolution
case (despite the same ratio of core size to vortex spacing equal to 1), had a faster
rollup rate and slightly larger lift curves than the lower resolution case.
The requirement for about 10 elements around a circular vortex sheet to get
about 90% of the continuous velocity is never attainable over the entire delta wing.
As one gets closer to the apex, the resolution would have to increase forever. In our
lower resolution case, we had 10 elements representing the wake at the half-chord.
The marginal improvement in resolution is at a significant computational cost.
The previous test cases ran to 2.2 chord lengths travelled and consumed 67 minutes
of CPU time on the Cray. The 20% increase in resolution almost doubled the
computation time to 122 minutes. This is somewhat puzzling since the time
consuming unit of the code (the wake convection) should behave as the square of
the number of vortices. The time taken suggests a behaviour as the fourth power
of the number of vortices. Perhaps the vectorization of this section changes the
properties.
Assuming that the curves depicting the higher resolution solutions are ap-
proaching the correct solution, the results of increasing the resolution suggest
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Figure 6.14: Steady normal force versus time for varying core size. (Higher reso-
lution)
that strong wake instability (as in the low resolution, small core size) will do more
damage to a solution than having a wake which rolls up too slowly. A slowly
rolling wake will underpredict the loading, whereas a chaotic wake will have un-
predictable effects including going through the wing. The obvious choice for a
numerical core size then becomes the smallest size possible to promote numerical
stability for the calculation time in consideration. The resolution should be in-
creased as much as costs permit, which would allow a smaller actual core size and
better represent the continuous wake.
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6.2.2 Pressure Distribution
As the core sizing is increased, the spanwise pressure loading tends to be smeared
out, instead of deve ---ing a sharp suction peak under the vortex. This is demon-
strated in figure 6.16 which shows the steady portion of the loading across the
span at the midchord and 2.2 chords travelled. The much slower rollup as the core
size is increased has a significant effect on the pressure loading. For comparison
purposes, the steady state (turbulent) pressure loading is given from [64].
It would be possible to bolster the suction peak in the case of larger core sizes
by taking the inner winds of the spiral and quickly lumping them into a core
vortex. This would effectively speed up the inner part of the rollup so that on
average the rollup rate would be closer to correct. This approach would however,
lead to dependence on yet another operator chosen value (the criterion for placing
into a core).
6.3 Unsteady Contribution to Pressure
Comparing the different loading curves in the previous section, it is clear that
the acceleration term (that is: ±) is an important term in the unsteady loading,
and is in fact dominant over much of an impulsive plunge calculation. Proper
treatment of this term is therefore an imperative. We have already discussed the
general treatment of this term in the wake modelling chapter. Here, we look at
the specific behaviour for the delta wing in impulsive plunge.
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Figure 6.16: Spanwise loading at midchord for different core sizes (t=2.2).
Recall that as the core sizing was reduced, the leading edge vortex system
became more unstable and disorganized. These wake instabilities tended to add
spurious wiggles to the unsteady pressure term on the wing (note in particular,
that the potential is not desingularized). To remedy this situation, the wake
was lumped together at the centroid and a convection velocity calculated, just
for purposes of computing the unsteady pressure term due to the leading edge
vortex. A problem with this approach is that this term does not go to zero as the
steady state is approached, since a lumped wake at the centroid would be trying to
convect at a different velocity. As the core sizing is increased, the wake instability
is not present, and the discrete computation of the unsteady term yields a smooth
total normal loading curve (see figure 6.17). The discrete computation merely
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takes the finite difference in the integral of 4 over the surface to get the unsteady
contribution. Note the disparity as time gets large between the curves.
For any impulsive plunge calculation, the loading initially jumps to infinity
due to the apparent mass effect. In the discrete case, the acceleration is finite
since the plunge occurs within one time step. In the case of our delta wing, the
wing plunges to 20 degrees angle of attack in a time step of 0.1. Slender wing
theory would predict an apparent mass equal to the mass of fluid contained in the
cone obtained by rotating the wing about the mid-span. That is:
mrpr 2 h
mapp 6 P.
The computation gives us maP = 0.47p versus mapp = 0.52p for the slender
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( .1)
wing theory approximation. The three-dimensional effects would account for a
diminished value.
6.4 Loading in Impulsive Plunge
A longer impulsive plunge calculation at a = 200 was computed with the coarse
panelling and larger core sizing (6 = .1). The quasi-steady component of the
normal loading is shown in figure 6.18 and the total loading was already shown
in figure 6.17. The normal force coefficient appears to converge to a steady-state
value of 0.727 if we assume an exponential approach to the steady state.
The quasi-steady loading quickly ramps up to abut 90% of the steady load-
ing within one chord length travelled. This is consistent with slender wing the-
ory which predicts the steady state at exactly one chord length travelled. The
quasi-steady loading then approaches the steady-state value as the starting vortex
advects downstream. The downwash from a starting vortex system will behave
roughly as:
F 
_r r 2  b __ (6.2) b 4 8W 2 b - + (6(2)
where r is the distance to the starting vortex which behaves as Ut. A log-log
plot of the loading versus time reveals that beyond one chord length travelled, the
normal loading approaches the steady state as ' which is close to the - behaviour
of the downwash. Naturally the three-dimensional nature of the calculation would
make the downwash at a single point inaccurate.
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6.4.1 Comparisons of Steady-State
The actual steady lift coefficients obtained from experiments show strong vari-
ations as shown in figure 6.19. These variations may be due to leading edge
geometry, wind-tunnel effects, whether the data was laminar or turbulent, or sec-
ondary separation. These points were obtained from [82],[83], [84] and [64]. For
the test case run (a = 200) the experimental lift coefficients vary from 0.67 to 0.89.
Our lift coefficient falls on the low end of this range at 0.68 close to Johnson's
0.70 [85] from his low resolution case (30 panels on half span which corresponds
to 120 surface panels versus our 192)
Lift coefficients from other theories are shown in 6.20 (figure extracted from
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Figure 6.19: Experimental lift coefficients for AR=1 delta wing.
Katz). What is interesting to note is that the Brown and Michael model (which
immediately places a vortex at a location to yield no force on the vortex branch-
cut system), overpredicts the lift. Whereas Gersten predicts the lift on the lower
side (by shedding vortices straight back at a/2 inclination). Gersten's method
would seriously underestimate the lift if the vortices where allowed to convect at
the free-stream. These situations represent the interesting limiting cases where
the vortices roll up too quickly (Brown and Michael) and where they never roll
up (Gersten convecting at free stream). The code here suffers this same dilemma
as other modelling approaches, since stability requirements dictate a core sizing
which affects the roll up rate (one could push A x to zero for smaller effects), our
method will fall closer to the steady solution than these methods, but will generally
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Figure 6.21: Pressure loading contours, AR=1, a = 200
underestimate the steady potential loading owing to the slowed rollup rate. This
may actually turn out to be a blessing since experimental data generally give
lower lift coefficients than potential-type methods owing to viscous effects such
as secondary separation. For instance, [66] demonstrates lift coefficients which
fall in the high range of experiments (closer to Shanks data which is above most
experimental data). The results of varying the core size demonstrate that our
lift would probably have been somewhat higher with a smaller core and higher
resolution.
Pressure contours are given in figure 6.21. Note that unlike other potential
methods (aimed at obtaining the steady-state loading), the suction peaks at the
front part of the wing get smeared out and reduced substantially. Near the apex,
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Figure 6.22: Pressure and doublet contours from Hoeijmakers, AR=1, a = 200.
there are no discernible peaks, this may be due to the low resolution of both the
panels and wake vortices there. Compare this to Hoeijmakers' pressure contours
where the loading keeps increasing as we approach the leading edge (see figure
6.22).
Despite the significant differences in pressure, the contours of potential jump
along the wing are very similar. Compare figure 6.23 to 6.22 which demonstrate
contours of doublet strength. Along the centerline, doublet strengths are between
10 to 20% higher in our case than Hoeijmakers.
The loading across spanwise sections is compared to experiments in figures
6.24 to 6.27. The experiments are from [64] and [82]. Both Hummel's turbulent
and laminar data are shown. Note the better agreement on the latter half of
the wing. This is probably due to the particular panelling chosen (streamwise as
described by Johnson [85]), which has more panels across the span closer to the
trailing edge. In fact the x/c=0.3 point has only 4 panels across the span, which
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Figure 6.23: Potential jump contours, AR=1, a = 200
means that the curve in figure 6.24 is interpolated based on two points. Compare
the agreement in ACp with Johnson (figure 6.28), and Cp for Hoeijmakers (figure
6.29). These authors used conical panelling (which gives more spanwise panels
near the apex) and higher resolution overall, they get close agreement for all cuts
taken.
Despite the significant differences in loading as we approach the apex, the
lift coefficients are in agreement with experiment. Further comparisons of the
loads show that our final drag coefficient and moment coefficients are close to
experiment and other panel methods. The coefficients and center of pressure are
compared in the following table.
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Author Cm-apex CD x/c of C.P.
Code -.453 .248 .615
Hoeijmakers -.526 .304 .593
Johnson(30) -.426 - .572
Johnson(60) -.444 - .572
Hummel -.412 .252 .587
Verhaagen -. 517 .279 .636
The differences that occurred in pressure due to the panelling scheme, do not
seem to have an effect on the total loads. Our center of pressure is somewhat
further back on the wing than most experiments or panel methods owing to the
poor loading near the apex described before. Verhaagen's experiment had natural
transition occurring at 60% chord, this may explain the location of this center of
pressure. Johnson (see [85]) had looked at the different panelling schemes (conical,
streamwise) and found that the loading was not extremely sensitive to the scheme.
Cutting the leading edge vortex sheets across x/c = .5 and x/c = .75, we
compare the rollup to theory [65], other panel codes [66],[85], and the outline of
smoke visualization (Verhaagen, see [86]). To demonstrate that in fact the steady
state rollup has been reached, the position of the sheet at two different times is
shown for the x/c = .75 case. The panel codes illustrated iterate for the wake
locations and strengths. Since they are not trying to capture a time accurate
solution, they may circumvent the Kelvin Helmholtz instability in the search for
the steady state solution. Smith's method assumes conicity and was for a = 20.50.
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Figure 6.24: Pressure loading across x/c=.3 versus experiments.
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Figure 6.25: Pressure loading across x/c=.5 versus experiments.
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Figure 6.26: Pressure loading across x/c=.7 versus experiments.
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Figure 6.27: Pressure loading across x/c=.9 versus experiments.
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Figure 6.29: Loading agreement for Hoeijmakers code (AR=I, a = 200).
One significant difference between the code presented herein and the other results,
is how close to the wing the first turn gets. Since our rollup is decelerated through
the action of a numerical core, our code does not have a strong central vortex to
'induce' the vortices downward.
Despite the disparities in the details of the vortex locations, the centroids
agree reasonably well as demonstrated in figures 6.32 and 6.33. Hoeijmakers re-
sults agree well with experiment in both spanwise and vertical positioning. The
spanwise location of our centroid is in good agreement. However, the vertical po-
sitioning is substantially higher in our case than predicted by both Hoeijmakers
code and the Brown and Michael model. It does appear that the vertical posi-
tioning gets displaced upward over the first 10% of the chord and then recovers
somewhat to the proper positioning closer to the trailing edge. Note that the
leading edge wake at 10% chord near the apex is modelled by only two vortices of
which one is linearly interpolated to the centroid locations further downstream.
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This stabilized the vortices emanating from the apex, and placed them imme-
diately at the centroid. A better model which represents this particular region
and then matches to the downstream solution would probably correct the vertical
displacement problem.
6.4.2 Effects of Angle of Attack
Long time test cases where run for angles of incidence of 15 degrees, 20 degrees and
26.6 degrees. Higher angles were not computed since vortex asymmetry begins at
about 30 degrees for an aspect ratio one wing. The panelling was held fixed as
before, as was the core sizing (S = .1). Quasi-steady normal loads are compared
in figure 6.34. The total loading coefficients are compared in figure 6.35. One
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Figure 6.33: Vertical centroid location versus theory and panel code.
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interesting aspect of the solutions is that the response function for the higher
angle of attack case (26.60) does not appear to be converging to a steady state
value as the other two solutions are.
Recalling results from the linear stability of the discrete vortex sheet, the
growth rates were found to be a function of 6 but were also proportional to
. Naturally, one would expect the solution to rollup more quickly as the
strength of the vortex is increased. However, the core sizing that was picked had
been based on an investigation at a = 200. As the angle of attack is increased,
the vortex strength increases as well. The growth rates that subsequently ensue
are fast enough to destabilize the wake in the length of time computed. Using
the information provided by the stability analysis, we can scale the core sizing
accordingly.
Recomputing the solution using a larger core size for the higher angle of attack
(8 = .13), we get steady loadings:
a(degrees) CL C,-apex x/c of C.P.
15 .42 -.261 .61
20 .68 -.453 .615
26.6 .84 -.540 .596
The center of pressure is relatively invariant at the 60% chord, which is within
a few percent of Hoeijmakers results. The steady lift is low compared to Hoei-
jmakers' code, but agrees well with Hummell's data, which is on the low end
of the delta wing data (figure 6.19 ). The numerical properties do not change
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substantially as the angle of attack is varied.
The unsteady normal loading coefficient is shown in figures 6.37 and 6.36. The
qualitative behaviour is very similar. The effect of increasing the core size on the
higher angle of attack has been to reduce the loading and prevent it from drifting
away from the solution due to wake instabilities. Even though the solution is
nonlinear, normalizing the loading time response with respect to the steady-state
loading gives curves in figure 6.38. The curves are remarkably similar, unlike
Dore's calculations, we are not getting a radical departure in the time response
as the angle of attack is increased (see figure 6.3). Perhaps this is a limitation of
using a semi-infinite plate model to get the shedding element, since increasing the
angle of attack would increase the effect of a port vortex on the starboard side
and vice-versa.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and
Recommendations
A model was presented to handle unsteady flows around bodies with separation
occurring at sharp edges. The method is incompressible and inviscid. The surface
of the body is represented with a high-order panel method distributing quadratic
doublets and linear sources on flat panels. The strengths are solved for at discrete
control points and distributed using a least-squares fit. The solution is obtained
in a body fixed frame, and a boundary condition of zero internal potential is used.
With this boundary condition, only wings of non-zero thickness are permitted.
A nonlinear unsteady Kutta condition is implemented to ensure zero pressure
jump at the trailing edge.
The wake is modelled by using flat doublet panels to determine the potential
on the wing due to the wake, but is convected using desingularized line vortices.
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The rollup is compared to experiment and theory. The agreement between our
model and theory is good for large-scale properties such as the movement of the
centroid, and the general size of the rolled up vortices. However, the structure of
the rolled up region is not predicted well, as a comparison to Kaden's self-similar
solution reveals.
The vortices are desingularized using a user prescribed numerical vortex core.
A stability analysis was conducted which yields important information about the
behaviour of the discrete, desingularized vortex sheet. Without the core, discrete
vortices are linearly unstable, with the greatest instability occurring at the wave-
length of the discrete spacing. The instability is diminished with the addition of
the core. The greatest reduction occurs for the most unstable sawtooth mode.
While the instability is reduced, a large core size will make the solution neutrally
stable, but never stable. A core size to spacing ratio of about 3 will make the
most unstable mode neutrally stable.
The time stepping scheme chosen can have a profound effect on the vortex
trajectory. Two-step methods can improve the solution dramatically. Depending
on the method, the temporal discretization can introduce additional instabilities
in the convection of the wake. Of the methods observed, the two-step Runge
Kutta yielded acceptable behaviour. To introduce numerical damping into the
vortex convection, a third-order Runge Kutta would have to be used.
The initial time solution to a two-dimensional flat plate impulsively plunging
from rest with shed vorticity is demonstrated to have a force which has a t-3
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behaviour. The initial loading on the flat plate is determined numerically and
found to be sensitive to the positioning of the vortex being shed from the edge.
By focusing on the region near the edges, integrating the trajectory emanating
from the edges, and positioning the shed vortex accordingly, the proper loading
behaviour can be recovered. This should prove important for future users of
unsteady vortex filaments to represent leading edge vortices.
The panel code has been verified for unseparated steady and unsteady flows in
longitudinal motion. The agreement in pressure and loads with other panel codes
and theory is excellent for both the thickness and lifting problems. The kink
effect at the center of the swept wing agrees with theory and experiment but not
so well with Roberts' panel method. Increasing the resolution removes disparities
near the tip. The effect on the loads of a rolling up wake is nearly imperceptible
for cases at low angles of attack. Loads on a plunging rectangular wing agree
well with theory and other panel codes. Despite the rollup, the unsteady loading
appears to be remain linear as superposition can be applied. The apparent mass
is predicted near what would be expected. A plunging wing and tail combination
is compared to a simplified theory providing the same qualitative behaviour and
loads of the same order. Interestingly, the wing wake appears to stabilize the
rollup of the tail wake. The steady wing tail case is compared to other codes and
also has good agreement.
A delta wing is impulsively plunged with shed leading edge elements positioned
arbitrarily. As in the two-dimensional case, the unsteady loading for initial time
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is sensitive to the positioning. This sensitivity is removed as it was in the two-
dimensional case by focusing on the leading edge and integrating the trajectory
of the shed element. The loading recovers the qualitative behaviour predicted by
Dore's slender wing theory.
The effect of increasing the numerical core size is to slow down the rollup
process and stabilize the wake. Too large a core size will smear out the spanwise
pressure distribution and diminish the normal force, whereas too small a core
size will quickly give an unstable wake which ruins the solution. Increasing the
resolution overall diminishes the importance of the core size. Obviously for the
best solutions, the highest possible resolution should be picked with the smallest
core size that will stabilize the solution.
The steady state solution of an impulsively plunging aspect ratio one delta
wing is compared to experiments, other panel codes and theory. The normal
loading is within the lower range of experiments, owing to the large core size
required for stability. The panelling scheme has low resolution near the apex, as
such, the pressure and vortex centroid is not in good agreement in this region.
The pressure over the later half of the wing is in good agreement. Fortunately, the
overall solution is not affected much by the apex region. The pitching moment,
drag coefficient and spanwise vortex centroid trajectory are in good agreement
with theory and experiment.
The solution to an aspect ratio one delta wing in impulsive plunge initially
gives an apparent mass term which is slightly below that predicted by slender
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wing theory as expected. The normal load initially decays only slightly below
the steady state value, and rises slowly to the final load. Despite the fast (20%
chord travelled) development of the lift to within 20% of the steady value, the
quasi-steady component of the lift ramps upward in one chord length travelled
and then rises slowly to the steady value due to the downwash of the starting
vortex system.
A comparison of impulsive plunges at different angles of attack reveals that
the core sizing needs to be increased as the angle of attack increases since the
vortices are increasing in strength. Despite the nonlinear behaviour of the loading,
normalizing the load response with the steady state loads gives curves in good
agreement. One must be careful not to assume that superposition would hold since
the dynamics of the wake for any generalized scenario would be quite different.
7.1 Recomendations for future work
The delta wing solution is not in good agreement near the apex. A better apex
model would appear to be in order. Near the apex, the flow will almost immedi-
ately behave like the slender wing. Perhaps some matching with a slender wing
solution could be accomplished.
The computational method described herein did not take advantage of any
symmetry existing in the flowfield. The computation speed could be greatly en-
hanced by implementing the use of symmetry in specific cases.
The slowest portion of the code is the section which convects the wake, since the
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velocity induced by each wake element on every other element must be computed
at every time step. Some faster way of computing the induced velocities, like a
cloud in cell, would decrease the total computing time although may increase the
programming time.
Additional savings in computation time and possibly vortex stability could be
achieved by properly lumping vortices when they are close. The best situation
would involve a scheme which does not require knowledge of the specific topology
and does not take specific advantage of, say slender wing theory. This would
allow the use of the method for more generalized cases. Attempts by the author
to amalgamate vortices tended to cause spurious wiggles in the apparent mass
term on the wing.
Testing and debugging needs to be done for lateral motion. Further testing
and in-depth investigations using the method need to be explored.
Finally, it is the author's opinion that perhaps panel methods are really be-
ing pushed to their limits in attempting to model three-dimensional unsteady
aerodynamics with separation.
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